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by T om Bradby

Allegations
have
been
brought to Student this week
concerning Mafia-like operations on a terrifyingly petty level
within the Teviot Union Committee.
According to Dick Sargent, an
ex-committee member, various
senior members of the committee, including Murray Simpson,
Leslie Hay, Paul Ryan and·
Adrian Lee waged a hate campaign against another committee member.
The allegations are that this
member's locker was drawn
over, Superglued shut and
finally had its door kicked off;
that his pool cue went missing
from the committee room and
was "mysteriously" handed in

LETTERS
•

·•i~~~!~~e~~~e~~~ ~':1~~~~~i
tee.
The matter was then brought
up under "any other business"
at a meeting at which the person
was not present to defend himself and he was voted off by 17
votes to 2.
He found out his predicament
later when, according to Mr Sargent, Leslie Hay "triumphantly
ordered him out of the committee room".
In fact. the question over
which the vote to remove him
from the committee was taken
was concerned with abuse of the
telephone. According to Mike
Lyttle the person in question
was guilty of "massive abuse of
the
telephone".
Murray
Simpson told Student that the
person concerned had been
consistently using the phone for
personal reasons and had been
warned twice verbally and once
in writing, but had continued the
abuse.
Further
still,
Leslie Hay
pointed out that he had given
the Teviot committee room
extension phone number as the
contact number for his work
with a kitchens firm, which was
both inconvenient a nd "ethically
unsound". She added that as to
the allegations ot' "bullying"
new committee members on
how to vote, most "new" mem-

Cf?ntinued on page 2

More complaints
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day after he had been removed
from the committee.
The case to the cue had also
previously been returned to his
locker - to which there are only
two k.eys. The person concerned
had one and Mrs Leary, the
Unioc manager, the other. She
wou ld bnly have given it to "responsible persons" (the inference being that she might have
given one to a senior member of
the committee.
Mr Sargent is also concerned,
nay, angry at the manner in
which the perso_n was removed
from the committee. He alleges
that Mr Simpson told the new,
members who are "wet behind
the ears" that the person in

Focus on Palestine
Comic Relief

•
•

A.RTS
A student at a recent London rally demonstrating about the Palestine question.
For an analysis of this issue, see Focus.
•

Admissions?
the social structu re of th e stuby Cathy Milton
dent body exist s at th e highest
level within the U niversity and is
Last week the admin istration by no means a problem that has
at Edinbu rgh University denied been solved. For example, it is
the allegation that its admis· alleged that there are currently
sions procedure is inherently 35 Old Etonians i n Politics I
biased in favour of applicants cou rse. Throughout the furore
from public schools, leading to that has built up around this
the anglicisation of the student issue Mrs McGuckin has consisbody.
tent ly refused to associate indiHowever, Mrs McGuckin, who viduals with the allegations she
left her job at the University last has made.
year and who made the allegaSpeaking to Student on Mentions, remains ad~m.ant that the day, she described how from
structure of adm1ssrons procedure is directly responsible for
the disproportionate number of "It is alleged that there
pupi ls from public schools on
are currently 35 Old
campus.
Etonians in the Politics I
Since Mrs McGuckin made
her original claims, a discussion =:.CO::.;U::.;rs=:.e::.;·_ " _ _ __ _ _
paper, written by the Principal,
Sir David Smith, that expresses
concern at the proportion of November to March the A rts and
Scots to non-Scots in the Univer- Social Sciences Faculties are
sity,
has come to
light. swamped 'f'ith applications. The
Sir David Smith, who became Associate Dean responsible for
Principal last October, writes: admission in each facu lty looks
"There is a potential"C:langer that at every single application.
Discretion could be exercised
our four-year courses may be at
risk if we draw too many of our in the area of the timing of offers
students from south of the bor- to students. By giving priority to
der. u
the UCCA forms of some, a
He went on: "The consequ- faculty's intake could become
ences for this university of drop- weighted towards a certain type
ping from four-year to three· of student.
When we suggested to Mr
year courses would be quite horrendous for our staffing finances Norman Ellis, Vice-Dean of the
Social Sciences Faculty, that the
etc."
The appearance of this docu- •admissions system put an inor. ment shows that concern over dinately h eavy burden of pres-

sure o n t he i ndividual Associa te
Deans, he reacted strongly, saying that h e found the allegation
offensive.
Mr Ell is was Associa te Dean in
the Arts Facu lty when Mrs
McGuckin conducted her original research.
ln the-course of our investigation, Student h as also discovered that -for her original
research as an uundergraduate
here,
Mrs
McGuckin was
allowed access to the UCCA
forms and confidential reports
of all 1984 entrants to the Social
Sciences Faculty - 380-plus in
all.
Mr D. McCro~e, who was Mrs
McGuckin's
supervisor,
defended this decision on the
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red. He said that the name on
eac'h of the 380 UCCA forms had
been deleted. M rs McGuckin
says that the names were not
deleted as they were of no
interest to h er.
Today, the University is reluctant to let anyone see the
McGuckin dissertation, at least
not without discussing it with a
member of the faculty first.
Some have been told that they
cannot see the research because
the undergraduate who wrote it
has not given her permission for
its public distribution. N\rs
McGuckin confirmed that she
has not given her permission for
this because it has not been
requested.
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STRIKE

by Kirsty Cruk:kshenk
HI got more working as an
agency medical secretary. I am

not working here for peanuts .
I'm off to New Zealand," said
"one nurse who has joined the
growing ranks of nurses leaving _
the NHS because of poor payat least 60 nurses leave nearly
every week.
This echoes the feeling of
many NHS workers who took

-

-

News in brief
Every yc""ar the 'Milk Round· launches a mass recruitmenl of students
into big business, but this year for the firs1 time, an alternative is beihg
offered to students. ..
The Green and Schumacher Societies arc produ?tng the first
AJtemative Careers Fair for university students in Scotland. Twenty-two
organisations thac work for the benefit of the community arc taki ng part .
West Gcnnan Green Party MEP and founder of the Right 10
Livelihood Association, Jacob Van Uexhgall , will open the fair on
February 17th at 2 pm in the Chaplaincy Centre.
Debates Committee launched its new Friday Debates Scheme last Friday
with Pastor Jack Glass talking on the motion "A IDS is the wrath of God"
and arguing "lesbians are murderers".
Tomorrow at one, in the Debating Hall, discussion will cemre 011 whether
"sabbaticals are a waste of time".

action iaSt week in protest to the

Anyone wishing to nominate someone for Rector must have their
nomination forms subfnitted by Friday 12 February.

Government's lack of funding
and proposals to privatise parts
of the NHS.

A recent half-day strike at the ho11Sing benefit office may trigger off more
action which will lead to fimher backlogs in paymellls to smdents.

frotests in London received
wide
coverage,
and
one
demonstration outside Charing
Cross saw a large number of stu-

dent nurses take part. It was
.said: "They were the backbone

of the protest since they were
not involved in emergency

cases."
Many student nurses are said
to be keeping an "open mind"

about whether or not to stay in
the nursing profession. "The
health cuts," said one, "are
equally important as nurses'
pay. They are part and parcel of
each other."
The average pay for a student
nurse is around £4,500 per
annum and even after eight
years could only rise to £7,300

pa.
Meanwhile. in London, four
hospitals and three clinics have
been "selected " for the axe and
already a broadside has been
fired by Scottish Labour MPs by
means of a Commons Motion,
drafted by Edinburgh Central
MP Alastair Darling . It expresses
their "dismay" at the proposals

Photo : Patrick Leask

Waiting for the NHS bus.
from the general manager of
Lothian Health Board, Mr
Winston Taylor.
Mr Darling claims that the aim
is to save £8 million "by means
of closures". He delcared: "We
are extremely angry that the
board are having to make these
decision not on the basis of
medical need, but because of
cutbacks."

protest.
Mr Stanley Walker, Director of
the College of Nursing, said:
MWe urge the students to join
either COHSE or NUPE, but
whether they do or not is entirely
up to them."
Three student nurses from the
Edinburgh Royal Infirmary were
involved in a picket outside the
hospital last week. One of the
students, Tania Mitchell (18),
said: "Morale is really low in
there at the moment, but everything is being done to ensure the
comfort of the patients. " On the
picket line also was 18-year-old
Karen Smart who added: MWe
are not here for the money. We
are here to protect jobs and preserve the Health Service."
At present Edinburgh University has around 110 student
nurses, none of whom were
known to have taken action last
week.

Scottish Health Minister Mr
Michael Forsyth gave £500,000
to Lothian Health Board before
Christmas and MPs fear that his
strategy of so-called funding
could be to starve the board into
making more NHS cuts.
The student nurse represents·
tive for NUPE and COHSE was
not available for comment but it
appeared that only two or three
student nurses out of about
1,000 from the College of Nursing took part in any picket-line

GM

NATIONAUSTS

As:~~i;t~ons:~t~~~ ~k~i~~a~~~
EUSA expressing concern at

HEPATITIS B
A motion concerning the
threat to students of Hepatiti s B
is to be put before the GM. This
motion states that " medical students and other students are at
risk of contracting Hepatitis 8 in
the course of their studies". The
motion calls on EUSA to " publicly and practically support the
MSC campaign for Hepatitis B
vaccine".
POLL TAX
The motion on the poll tax

administrative and political sup-

NHS
There are two motions to be
presented to the GM on the state
of the NHS. Both attack the Government's attitude to the crisis.
One of the motions describes it
as part of "a wider Tory offensive" and that "ultimately
industrial action will be the
w~pon which forces the Government and Health Boards to
back down" . Both motions wish
to mandate EUSA to support all
strike action by NHS staff. One of
the motions states that EUSA
must "give practical support to
the MSC and MPU " and hopes
to mandate SAC members to
collect for NHS strike funds,
while the other supports "free
use of all EUSA facilities to
groups of NHS workers in their
campaign".

port to the new association".
GAZA
This motion attacks the current situation in the Gaza Strip. It
calls on the Students' Association to write a condemnation to
the Israeli Prime Minister, MrYitzhak Shamir, the Defence Minister Mr Yitzhak Rabin, and to the
Israeli Ambassador in London,
of what the motion describes as
the " brutal methods with which
the army has handled the Pales·
tinian uprising". The motion
also wantsEUSA to include in its
protest a call for an "i nternational conference" to deal with
thisproblem ,atwhich memberS
from all sides would attend.

Opposition to clause 28 of the
new l ocal Governm ent Bill discriminating against homosexu·
als shou ld be translated by
EUSA into a positive campa ign
according to the motion proposed by members of Socialist
Workers Student Society.
In this controversial motion
EUSA is mandated to include
positive images of lesbians and
gay men in futu re EUSA publications and support all action
called by the Lesbi an and Gay
movement and mobvilise st udents to attend demonstrations
against clause 28.
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national press as well as Stu·
denf but this motion also
addresses the incompatibility
of the Scottish education system and the English/Vllelsh
education svstem .
The most controverSlal section suggests that the University "consider the introduction 1•
of quota system" w hich will
mabe inspire heated debate on
whether the standards at Scottish Universities would be
affected if such a system were
operated and perhaps more
significa ntly the effect on the
reputation of Scottish Universities.

a

r. ,

Edinburgh
University
Vet
School will undergo intense
scrutiny in May when a special
group set up to assess all of the
six Vet Schools wi ll visit.
The Ailey Working Party on
Veteri nary Education, set up by
the University Grants Committee and chaired by Sir Ralph
Ailey, D.Sc., F.R.S., was formed
in response to the proposed
cuts currently facing almost
every University in the UK.
The group aims "to consider
the provision of veterinary education in the six vet schools in
Great Britain and scope for its
rationalisation and also to
make recommendations."

SOUTH AFRICA

The proposal to sack the
EUSA President Jane Rogerson,

McCorquodale, will certainly be
one of the more controversial
issues at the General Meeting.
Sponsors of the motion argue
that the officials named are
directly responsible for the serious lack of protest action.
The motion states that the
sabbaticals '"have failed to do
this" and that they should be
recalled from office.
This motion seems certain to
provoke a lively debate.

Dick Vet merger?
by Kirsty Cruickshank

ot1ons

SASBATICALS

~!fre~«a~:lly g;,~i~~~~~ E~~~

The bookict "Confronting A IDS" wilt' be distributed to all fresh ers in
the next couple of weeks. Non-freshers can obtain a copy from Faculty
Offices, the Students' Association or 1he Health Centre.

CLAUSE28

The University Anti-Apartheid
Group are putting forward a
motion to support the struggle
of South Africa Women. Th e
resolution is to support the
nomination of Albertina Sisulu,
President of the Un ited Democratic Front as Rector of the University and campaign on behalf
of political detainees Swelakhe
and Walter Sisulu. The latter
was impri soned with Nelson
Mandela in June 1984.
Albertina !;;1sulu boasts tile
doubtful
accolade of the
longest banning order of
Namibia or South Africa, running at 18 years.
ALTON BILL
The controversy over David
Alton's Abortion Bi ll continues
w ith a motion to the General
Meeting ca lling for further resis·
tance to it. The motion describes
Alton's Bill asa " massive attack"
on women's rights and that it
will° "force women to resort to
backstreet
abortions".
The
motion hopes to mandate EUSA
to "affiliate to the Fight the Alton
Bill Campaign".

SMOKING

A motion calling tor the banning of smoking during mealtimes in Union houses will be
presented at the General Meeting. It hopes to remove from the
Unions what it describes as "the
irritating. and discomforting
effects of smoke to the nonsmoker".

However the final report will
not be submitted to the UGC
until the end of the year and not
until after this submission will
the future of all six vet schools
be decided.
The rumour that Edinburgh
Vet School is to merge with its
Glasgow counterpart is a mere
proposal that the UGC did not
accept. It was, a spokesperson

~~~ ~=a~~to~~~~~st~~i;l~~Working Party."
She continued to say "there
wi ll" be changes but good or
bad, or whether they will affect
us -we don't know."
Until then the Vet School will
continue along with other
faculties in trying to cut expenditure and make savings .
Corttinued from page one
bers had joined back in Freshers'
Week and were "perfectly capa·
ble of making up their owr
minds"
Mr Sargent said: "It is a wellknown fact that the phone has
always, and still is to a certain

~~:~!· ~:~~~ ~~l~dg~~~p~i~:~a
committee .... It was one of the
well-known committee perks."
He added that the person had
not, to the best of his knowledge,
ever phoned out on business
and that he did not know anyone
in London - where he was
alleged
to
have
called
repeatedly.
Senior committee members
and Mike Lyttle alike stressed
that in the past there had been
such abuse but that as a result of
EUSA's financial position there
was no longer.
Mr Sargent claims that his colleague's departure was the
result of personal emnity. It all
boi led down to the "dictator·
ship" of the committee by Mr
Simpson. It is, he said, "a good
example of give a small man
power and he'll show you how
small he can be, I'm afraid ". Mr
Simpson, he said, had disliked
his colleague because he didn't
do the "Wow, Murray, aren't
you wonderfµl and important
bit".

Mike Lyttle has said that the
allegations of harassment are
being lookeCt into and if someThe General Meeting will be held one is guilty, they will be
at 7.30 pm on 16th February i11 · brought before a disciplinary
committee.
George Square Theatre.
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The Raisingof the Millions
Comic Relief started early for
Edinburgh
University with
Thursday night's pop-mobility
class at the Pleasance taking on
a new and even si lli er form. The
group, numbering well over
two hundred, all paid one
pound to the charity and
received hats which we re worn
throughout
the
session.
Although red noses were
scarce among the group,
enthusiasm was not and t~ ey
pulled,
stretched
and
bounced and performed vari·
ous lewd gestures in unison.
for famine relief. A mysterious

by Joanne Moody and
Neil Rafferty

blob of red lipstick on the conk.
Fancy dress and silly outfits
seemed to .be the order of the
day with a great many rftales
choosing to attire themselves
in wom en's clothing. in typical
slapstick style shaving foam
was sprayed liberally over
unfortunate participants in the
conga.
looming up from the depths
of Bristo Square was a bouncy
castle but students seemed a
little apprehensive to try it.

dents piled into the University
Unions, still in fancy dress and
red noses. Five teiims from Pollock also took part in a money
collecting pub crawl. The winnerswere'TurnerClowns'who
raisedover£500.TheRedNose
Raffle was drawn at Teviot on
friday night. After quite a bit of
shuffling about a pound note
was finally drawn with th e
nameC.Evansonitwhowasto
win a quarter of all the money
collected. However, C. Evans
did not come to co ll ect the
moneyanditwassubsequently
decided that if he/she did not

~~~~a~~ i~a~f ~any ~~~~uu~~ Te~~ot.ths~u~:~~aw!~ea~e~e ~~ :e~~r~g ~~~o;.,~n~~g~n~o~~dt~~
the session and although he
had difficulty performing the
exercises himself, he certainly
provided
amusement
for
everybody else .
The bouncing continued next
day at Old College as the l aw
Society and numerous other
participants did the Conga from
South Bridge to Bristo Square.
Red noses abounded and those
people who were not able to
buy official ones (due to a complete sell-out in th e whole of
Britain) compensated with a

witness an incredible feat of
stamina and stability. Guy Bennet, a first year mathematical
physics student managed to
remain stationary for half ar.
hour on his bike without touching the ground with his feat.
Student asked Mr Bennet what
training he had undergone in
preparation for the challenge.
He claimed to have trained at
least three times a day and put
his success down a diet of porridge.
In the evening hoards of stu-

Moneymonster
•

.
by Judith Shaw
If you happen to hear cries of
"Boris for Rector" echoing
throughout the University, you
may be curious to find out who
Boris actually is. The unusual
aspect of this nomination is
that Boris is a stuffed animal,
ESCA's mascot, aka "The
Moneymonster" .
Boris easilY gained the
requisite number of signatures.
and his appears to be a legitimate application, as Boris is
neither a student nor a member
of staff "his" nomination has
been passed by the Secretary,
but has still to be approved by
the ratification committee.

•

to:kno~~ae;e ~;c:atu~;:~le~~h~
when Mike Glover and Stuart
Baird were sponsored to eat
earth worms which fortunately
had been boiled beforehand to
remove any traces of tetanus or
btt"
A
.
t i £570

.

hasbeenraisedbyESCAvolunteers collecting in the pubs during th day, combined with the
proceeds donated during the
"Wo rm·eat" at Chambers St. at
midnight.
More
sponsor
money is till to come in.
Yet another fund-raising venture is the imminent uhijack" of
Holland House JCR President,
Darren Ellingworth. Darren,
accompanied by the organiser
of the
uworm-eat", Alan
Clayton, will be taken to Paris
and subsequently abandoned
with
nothing
but
their
passports. They will · arrive in
1
3

BRISTOL : A meeting to discuss
the proposal for secession from
the NUS will take place this
Thursday. At the moment they
are paying the NUS £30,000 per
annum and it is felt that this is a
rather substantial sum.
MANCHESTER : In the hope of
'depoliticising' the Union Man·
chester University are looking to
abolish their NUS posts and
replace them with sabbaticals.

by Claire Dewhurst and
Roslyn Oliver
CHITTAGONG
UNIVERSITY,
BANGLADESH: After a month of
imprisoning themselves in the
Halls of Residence, student
activists were dislodged by the
police on Satu rday night. The
government had closed several
universities last November due
to the state of emergency
imposed by President El Shad.
Five of these universities were
reopened in January, but the
students and lecturers had
refused to resume classes in
Chittagong until the activists
were dispersed.
LONDON: The Union officials
just don't seem to be able to get
organised down south and as a
result there is to be no rag week
at all here and there were no
Comic Relief events held.

The all new inflatable bidroom.

Cram Red-nosed Rector?
b lanRobertson
Y
The Student Action Group's
telephone cram-in organised
outside Teviot Union raised over
£30 for charity.
The winners - SCAG's own
Cowgate team - managed to
squeeze 14 inside without assistance from the St John's Ambulance man who was in attendance.
The Christian Union team
came joint second, managing
13, although presenter Alan said
that there were 14, as "God was
in there too". He was disalwith the CU were the
Fencing Club who enjoyed it so
much they came again. However, they got one less in on the
second go.
Geography,
doctors
and
nurses wedged 12 and Student
achieved 11, although we would
have undoubtedly have won if
more team members had turned
up!

.
CAMPUS TO CAMPUS

BIRMINGHAM: Birmingham are
planning to have a half-day shutdown on Thursday the 11th
starting at 1 pm in protest at the
Government's
Educational
Reform Bill. This is the first time
since 1968 that this University has
held such a large and welt-backed
demonstration is a reflection of
the concern felt over this.
Their Vice-Chancellor felt the
need for everyone to comment
on the situation.

The blind leading the very stupid (above).

to Comic Relief.
At 1. 10 am a quite revealing
event took place we are not
sure whether it was sponsored
or if any money was given as a
consequence of it. Two mates
and one female were seen to be
running round Bristo Square
completely naked . A quite
remarkable event to end a quite
remarkable day. The total
amount of money raised for
Comic Relief stands at f:1 million plus at the time of going to
press.

=~~s~i1 ~~~~ ~:h~t~hS~~c~ !~ lo~:~~g
Edinburgh by Midnight on
Monday 15th. Dressed as a lion
and a bear, they should be quite
easily recognisable and will be
collecting moneyonthetrainto
Paris. £250 has already been
raised by this stunt, with more
on the way. Television coverage of the event is a possibility,
b
h"
h
b
f' r d

-

byRosieCowan
Tom Robinson, speaking to
just before Friday
night's Comic Relief disco in

Student

Swiss Family Robinson.
Chambers Street, said that he
would not finalise his candidacy
for the rectorship until he felt
certain he could do the job properly.
Sporting a red nose for Comic
Relief, Mr Robinson said: "Although I haven't had a university
education - I only got one Alevel - I took education very
seriously, and want to be sure I
would make a good, rather than

OXFORD : A don from Oxford
has been nicknamed the " Dirty
Don" after sexually harassing a
student over a long period of
time. After being hounded by
the national press he went
abroad atthe end of last year. He
is now back and taking classes
and tutorials - his name has
been withheld .

ST ANDREWS: On 31st January
three members of the university
fencing team were killed en
route to a competition in Aberdeen. Their car had collided with
a gritting lorry, killing them
instantly before bursting into
flames. The three students were
the team captain, James Evans
(2nd year research chemist),
Justin Cavins (1st year management and geography), and
David Hayward (4th year history). The individual funerals
have taken place

amediocreRector."
.
The sheer cost of travelhng
from his hof'T_le in London would
be a problem too, though Mr
Robinson would appoint an

Photo : Steven Chittenden
Assessor (deputy) to take care of
many routine jobs in Edinburgh
while
he
would
put
forward Edinburgh University's
case
in
London
Cheow Lay Wee, who prop·
osed Mr Robinson as Rector,
interposed : "Tom's main bonus
would be his excellent com·
munication skills. He has m~ny
media contacts he could use on
on our beha lf ...
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GE

• Alisdair Friend and Graeme Wilson assess eye-witness accounts of the Palestinian situation i nside and outside the W est Bank and Gaza.
Since December last year
there has been extensive media
coverage of the violence and
unrest inside both tsrael and the
territories it has occupied since
the 1967 war. Added to United
Nations motions condemni ng
Israel have been the voices of
visitors to the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. The British Fo reign
Minister David Mellor's state·
meni that the conditions for
Palestinians were "an affront to

~i~~!fse:e/~~u~:w r;~~m~~~=~

criticism that a visitor of a few
hours is unable to comment
upon such a complex situation.
Last week a graduate of Edin·
burgh University, who has been
living and working in the Gaza
Strip for over a year, returned to
this country and gave Student
the refugee camps of Gaza, and
an eye-witness account of life in
of the recent Palestinian upris·
ing.
Jenny Glynn is a long-term
volunteer with the Cambridg&based educational charity UNIPAL.

She describes her work as
two-fold. Firstly, she works as an
English teacher in United
nations schools, and secondly
she liaises with visitors and
foreign press. Since the begin-

ning of last December all
schools have been ordered
dosed in the Gaza Strip and she
and all other teachers have been
unable to work.

Her description of the treatment of Palestinians by the
Israeli army, trained only to
defend their country rather than
controi civil disturbances, is a
powerful condemnation. ul live
very near the Gazan Shifa Hospital and on a number of occa-·
s1on s the lsr1aeli army have surrounded it, intercepting cars taking the wounded for treatment.
Soldiers have taken wounded
people from inside the hospital
and detained them in prison.
They have threatened doctors
and nurses from treating the
injured and have fired tear-gas
into the building. The worst incident being on December 15th
when two Palestinians were
shot dead there.

" The media tends to concentrate on reports of the number
of fatal shootings rather than
other actions of the Israeli army.
t was in Jabaliya refugee camp
as a six-day siege was lifted. The
army had gone into people's
houses at night, smashed furni ture, beaten men, women and
children, arrested youths and
th rown a new type of riot gas
into the small houses. UN officials have reported youths being
wired onto the fronts of army
jeeps and soldiers urinating in
the drinking water supply."
Taking- a wider view on the
disturbances
which
since
December have left' almost 50
Palestinian refugees dead and
alleged
organisers
four
deported to Lebanon in defiance
of international law and the
Geneva Convention, she states:
" Demonstrations,
shootings
and commercial strikes are not
new to Gaza. What has hap-

t~-,;;;~~~~,~~~==~~~::::.::.:....:.._;_~~==;!!~~=~~-:__,;_~
pened recen tly though is a general popular uprising encompassing all Palestinians. It has taken
21 years of occupation for the
pressure cooker that has been
left untended for so long to
fi nally bu rst.
In response to the charge that
the unrest has been orches-

homes and refugee camps and
looked upon it as a serious
suggestion.
Palestinian
movements
abroad are also not immune to
Israeli interference and observation . As Student reported two
weeks ago, a delegation of three

UN officials have reported youths being wired ont o the
front of army jeeps and soldiers uri nating in the dri nki ng
water supply.

occured will be important, and in
this sphere intervention from
America could prove crucial.
To perpetuate the approach
Jenny Glynn witnessed the
As a consequence our Palesti· Israeli forces employing woul~
nian source has not returned be disastrous. In the long term
home for three years, and will will, as has been said, only
not do so until his five-year further alienate the Palestinians
course is completed. He is pre· and polarise the already divided
pared to try and make a career in society. Such a development
the occupied territories when he will make it alt that much easier
at least has a degree - to lose for extremists, on both sides, to
this opportunity now would lead the way into yet more intenmerely be a waste of time for sified and sustai ned violence.
In the short term the hard-line
him and his family.
approach of tear·gas and beatThe existence of such pres- ings has proved to be singularly
sures outside Israel seems to be ineffective as a way of staving
something which the Palestinian off complex socio-ethnic disorstudents have had to become der. It therefore seems clear that
resigned to as their plig ht a reassessment of approach is
receives little attention. While · vital for the meaningful future of
the dilemma of the Israeli occu- all the inhabitants of Israel.
pation has recently become the
From their position of power
concern of Western govern· the Israelis can undoubtedly end
ments and Western headlines, it this slide into anarchy by graspremains to be seen whether this ing the opportunity to create IJ)
believe this move by the
authorit ies was motivated by the
student's activism, and is the
sort of action which will be
employed again.

V)

trated and controlled from Bethelehem University students
forces outwith the territories, were prevented from coming to
namely the PLO leadership and Europe to address meetings at
Islamic Jihad, she is of the opin- · universities, including our own.
ion that what Palestinians have Two of these students were also
termed "the uprising" was arrested under legislation which
entirely spontaneous, taking allows Palestinians to
be
Arafat as much by su rprise as detained for up to 18 days withthe Israeli Governm ent.
out charger. The military commander can keep extending this
"The resistance has been period indefinitely as he feels
o rganised, but not in terms of necessary.
forci ng people onto the street Such actions obviously prera ther in terms of community vent people throughout the
effort to distribute medicines, world from hearing the argu- You should be able t o go t o hospital t o g ive b irth t o a
advising on the.treatment of the ments and experiences of
baby. But you are not being allowed t o.
effects of riot gas and the treat- young, educated Palestinians. In
ment of broken arms and legs this respect it comes close to a
"hidden" Israeli role will ever be new initiative. The world now
because people are frightened form of censorship by the
exposed. Until then it wi ll con· hopes that they will indeed
to go to hospital and be arrested. Israelis on what the rest of the
tinue to be necessary for Edin· breakthe negotiatory inertia and
You should be able to go to a world will hear or see about this
burgh's
Palestinian students to offer a real alternative to the riotmosque on a Friday to pray with- situation.
remain ever mindful of the ing and fighting for the young
out being tear-gassed; you
future repercussions of their Palestinians.
However, closer to home, in
should be able to goto a hospital
However, when the recent
Edinburgh itself, the position of actions here and now.
if you've been shot and you
Yet in the end the basic resolu- Newsweek poll of Israeli Jews
Palestinian students in the Unishould be able to go to a hospital
versity appears in essence to be tion of these problems for Pales- shows that 48 per cellt feel their
to give birth to your baby. But
tinians abroad depends on pro- Government's response to the
a product of the pressures which
you are not being allowed to. "
ducing an agreed process of set· disturbances was about right,
extend from Israel.
tlement within Israel and the and a further 42 per cent feel it
Opinion on the long-term
Those we spoke to naturally occupied territories themselves. was too lenient, the hope of a
result of the unrest seems to be
divided into two separate demanded anonymity so that Without doubt the recent inter- solution would still appear to be
camps. There is the group who they wilt not be incriminated in national concern about what has premature.
believe that both sides must Israeli eyes when they return
home. There is an obvious fear
now ultimately face up to his
torical realities, and there will of being reported on during their
have to be a restoration of the course ·at Edinburgh, and the
rights of the Palestinian people "spectre" of Israeli Intelligence
in some part of the land now appears to them to be very real.
occupied. The opposing opinion The identity of these "watchis that the "uprising" will further ers", whether they were stupolarise positions leading to dents or not, was something the
both the far-right Israeli groups Palestinians did not seem clea1
and fundamentalist Muslim of, but the evidence of their exisPalestinians gaining support. A •tence appears certain.
recent Newsweek opinion poll
of Israelis seems to add weight
One former Palestinian stu·
to this second bleak outlook. dent at Edinburgh, who was
When asked if the riots continue, active in the Friends of Palestine
should the mass transfer of Society, was prevented by the
Arabs be considered, 30 per Israelis from returning to comcent were in favou r of expelling plete his course after a short
1.5 million people from their break al home. His compatriots
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Making'Decisions
As the dust settles on the University admissions
controversy (see front page), it is time to assess what
has happened and, more importantly, whatc;an be done
about this issue in the future.

Amongst all the intricacies of the debate, one clear
fact has emerged: both Mrs McGuckin and the
University are adamant that what they say is true. Both
sides, however, are reluctant to be more specific; Mrs
McGuckin will not name individual cases and the
University has never fully explained their policy on

disabled students with proper statistical evidence.
Without a full discussion of the facts, it seems that this
issue will never be sorted out.

And it is important that the debate be sorted out now
and some positive decisions made. Sir David Smith, the
Principal, has shown concern, in a recent report, about
the number of English students at the University and
therefore doubts about the social structure of the
student body exist at the hinhest level.
So what can be done to sort out the issue? For a start,

it is totally unconstructive to assert, as a ELISA
sabbatical recently has, that the Press has merely
exacerbated the situation with its publicity. The Press,
in this case The Scotsman and Student, have debated
the facts as they have been uncovered in an attempt to
discover the truth. That is the job of the Press.
The job of politicians and administrators is to make
decisions and construct policy. It is not enough merely
to "express concern" at an issue. This issue is one which
will rear its head repeatedly until a full debate is heard
and a full inquiry made by those who admit students to
the University, and firm policy drawn up by those who
represent the views of the students once they are here.
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Dear Student,
So Barry is wearing a little
pink number by Chanel, is he?
HOW BLOODY DARE YOU! Do
you have any idea of the deeply
entrenchf\ll
prejudices
that
homosexuals have to fight
against? The oh-so-covert prejudices that stop people from
actually understanding what
they are fighting for? That stop
people from realising that
Clause 28 is an attack on the freedom of a section of our society
-an attack on PEOPLE? On real,
living and breathing people not on stereotypical objects of
fear or ridicule. Did you, who
wrote that disgusting caption,
hang around to listen to what
Michael Cashman really said?
Obviously not, which is a pity,

because it was aimed partly at
bigots like you. He pointed out
that ideas like "gays are nice
people" or "I can tolerate gays
because I'm a trendy liberal" are
a smokescreen, masking the
prejudiced people behind them.
Why should gays be "nice"?
Why should they be patronis·
ingly "tolerated"? They are no
different to anyone else - a different sexual orientation should
not make you an object of "toleration".
The Government is choosing
the homosexual community asa
target because they know full
well that people are prejudiced,
that they will come out with
stupid statements like "t like
gays, but the views of the majority must be listened to". Human

beings are the majority - and
race and class and sex and sexual orientation does not bar you
from the human race. Nor could
any sane-thinking individual
ever believe that oppression on
the grounds of any of the above
is justified.
Remember the poem, " First
they came for the Jews, and l
didn't speak out, because l
wasn't a Jew" and climb out of
your closets of prejudice and
join the homosexuals brave
enough, in the face of your hostility, to step out of theirs. Act
before the last line of that poem
becomes a sad reality:
"Then they came for me, and
there was no· one leh to speak
out for me".
Kathleen Kerr

Dear Editor.
In reply to John Graham (Letters, last week), the members of
the "Students Act Now" campaign have never claimed to be
"normal students not affiliated
to any one party" (John's
words).
We describe ourselves in our
leaflet as members of a GROUP
which is not affiliated to any
political party and that's
exactly what we are.
Individuals within that group
may be members of a party; two
of us are Communists: Andrew
Gray from the Revolutionary
Conimunist Party and myself
from the -Communist Party of
Great Britain. I think John
Graham confused the two, causing great distress· and offence to
Andrew and myself as neither of
us would be seen dead in each
other's party, but we do agree
on on thing: the need for effective action against cuts.
The large majority of our.
members are not members of
any political party,
Indeed, most students are not
members of any political party
because, I think, they are disenchanted with the lack of consistent principle and the con·
sequent lack of consistent action
exhibited
by
politicians;
whether in Parliament or Potterrow.
Students have felt helpless; if

those in positions of power can't
do anything, then what can we
as individuals do? But some of
us are beginning to realise that
many at EUSA don't want to do
anything; it's much easier and
less risky to just keep things kicking over, going through the
motions to keep the students
quiet.
Hence the SRC set up a Cam·
paign Forum which was well
attended at first. But the tack of
direction, the lack of resources,
the lack of enthusiasm from
those we have elected to devote
time and energy to planning
anti-cut campaigns inevitably
demoralised the students who
came along in all earnestness
ready to do their bit.
The forum has now collapsed
(if not a dead parrot, then cer·
tainly comatose), enabling the
External Affairs Convener to
claim, by a spectacularly hypocritical twist of logic. that mass
protest cannot be organised due
to student apathy. Donald has
created a neat fait accompli
which enables him to cop out of
the hard work of involving
demoralised students in action,
so he may concentrate instead
on the "easy to organise" (his
words) publicity stunts.
Yours for peace,
A . O'Brien,
on behalf of
"Student Action Now".

Dear Student
Aher eagerly awaiting the ~ re
furbishment" of the library cate
over the Christmas holidays, I
was shocked, nay, appalled to
discover on descending there
last week that the sexist, racist
and, above all, tasteless (i.e. ·
French) wallpaper was un-blowtorched, the ceiling was still only
three feet, and the stools still
only three inches, from the floor,
and that the MoO-rejected
dog's-doing-brown paint sti!
shamelessly bespattered wall
and pillar alike. What, then, has
changed? Only that it is now
SELF-SERVICE, bringing stu·
dents into direct contact with the
stressful negotiation of recently
fangled machinery. and that the
coffee has gone from lukewarm
to look-it's-warm·no·you-missed it. And where are the sticky
bums? No buns: Freudian slip?
Yours in disgust and despair,
Hector.

Dav~Huey

PHOTOGRAPHY

EDITORIAL MEETINGS FRIDAYS
1.10 PM IN STUDENT OFFICES.
INDIVIDUAL SECTION
MEETINGS:
News: Thurs 1.15 pm Student
Offices.
Arts: Thurs 1.15 pm
Bannerman's pub.
Features: Wed 1.10 pm
Bannerman's.
Music: Wed 1.10 pm Student
Offices.

STUDENT,
48 PLEASANCE,
EDINBURGH EH8 9TJ.
Tel 558111 7/8 or
6671011 ext 4496.

Dear Editor,
One is reluctant to criticise a
fellow contributor to Student but
I feel I must reply, in some detail,
to Rebecca Palmer's letter of last
week complaining about my
review of the recent EUTC production of King Lear.
Firstly, the fact that EUTC is
the only theatre group to run
their own theatre is completely
irrelevant to the artistic success
of any actual play put on by that
group. Equally irrelevant are the
facts that one night's takings
were given to underprivileged
children or the size of the audience.
Secondly, Lear is indeed a
very difficult play, a point I stressed in my review, but I do not
think there is any particular credit to be given for staging Lear. If
one performs a work one is
judged by one's performance of
that work and not on some
"easier" work one did not perform. Likewise, that all but one
of the cast were under 25 can be
taken as understood for any play
performed by any student
drama group and to make an
allowance for this would be
merely patronising.

Regarding Conall Morrison's scenes. If a· "special effect" is
direction, it was anything but used it must be done properly or
inspired and "immense control- • else better not at all. As such this
ling skill and vision" were problem seemed symptomatic
noticeable by their absence. Like of the production as a whole and
a12-year-oldon·amotorcyclehe as such was an appropriate
had been given a great big epitaph for this production.
expensive toy to play with: it
Finally, I am all for student
was far too big for him to be able
to do anything much with it, but theatre and do as much as I can
.support
all
student
on the. other hand he did man- to
age not to fall off. I gave credit endeavours in the arts generally,
where it was due to James East- but it would do EUTC no good if
way, but in noway could his per- the Student reviewers were to
formance; nor the production become merely ad-writers for
the Bedlam. EUTC spent a large
itself, be described as "great".
I fail to understand what Ms amount of EUSA money staging
Palmer means·by describing my Lear and asked the public to pay
review as "selectively fair, to see it, they therefore fall to be ·
although somewhat personal". judged by normal critical stanNone of the leading players are dards and not by some special
known to me personally at all, so "student discount" standard.
1 have no axe to grind. On the
Yours sincerely,
other hand I clearly have to disScott Styles,
cuss the players' individual perArts Editor.
formances and some were
clearly better than others.
t must also defend my comments regarding the botched
blood capsules. The effect of the Student wefcomes krtters but
constant mishaps with the wrap- asks that they are kept brief, or
pers was- to produce giggles they may be cut.
from the audience during what
were supposed ~ be serious

c.
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The Five Rons

THE GODFATHERS
Venue

Talk about the passion
... a Venue packed to the
gunnels experienced an

event of stature, substance,
energy. The Godfathers had

moseyed into town, the
seH-styled

Mafia

of the

music scene.
On stage they are menacing.
A barely concealed element of
foreboding lurks in the music as
Pete Coyne, bedecked in spiv
suit and tie, spits out "This damn
nation frustration";
he
demands .. 1 want everything. I
want it NOWt .. Fair enough Pete,
here you go. 'Cos the fact is, you
just can't refuse The Godfathers.

Live they drive into you with
brute force, melodies chewed
up, distorted and hurled at the
audience in a howling gale of
roaring guitars (well, something
like that ,:inyway). In short, they
don't let you have a bad time.
John Barrie, a tribute to the
great John Barrie, is a rollicking
instrumental in the finest tradition ofthe'60sfilmthemes. Birth
School Work Death a powering
chant attack on the Britain of
Thatch. Mince their words they
.don't.
Encoring with Anarchy In The
UK may be tacky in the extreme
for any other band, but for The
Godfathers it was the natural
choice. As a great poet should
have said: UThe Godfathers are
f**king tremendous."
Craig Mclean

THE BATTLEAELD BAND
Lyceum

has developed his songwriting
instead.
-'-T'--H"E-'-A"'LA'-"--R'--M_ _ _ __
This ·highlights a restructu r- Playhouse
ing of the band's strengths : the
instrumentals generally lack
sparklewhilethesongsarebetOK, OK, I slated the

==='------

The Battlefield Band are
probably the most popular
touring Scottish folk group.
Their appeal is djfficult to
define. The answer seems
to lie in never being afraid
to try something new.
·
They are also, needless to
say, excellent musicians, but
not the best: Dougie Pincock's
pipe solo was decidedly ropey.
He makes up for this (and that
surname) by following Brian
McNeitl in the multi-instrumental direction, adding flute and
saxes to his armoury. Meanwhile McNeill himself seems to
believe that playing more than
a hundred instruments would
be showing off a wee bit and

MARTIN TAYLOR
QUARTET/
DAVE NEWTON
Queen's Hall
G lasgow-born
pianist
Dave Newton is perhaps
an unlikely figure for a sou l
brother.
Yet on Friday night, in between his gruff and sheepish
links, he gave a solo performance demonstrating exactly
that quality. He walks on unhurriedly, a sma ll man, white and
moustached, and sits at the
piano without looking at the
audience. As the applause dies,
he begins to play: circular
chord progressions, snatches
of memody, and fast comping,

ter, mo~~as~i~~:~:r~~;Y~~~ has
also improved, his keyboards
no longer grate so much and
were stunning at the end of
Sting's We Work The Blake
Seam Together, hauling an
otherwise weak version out of
the bin. Even his bloody drum

album when it Came out. I
said it lacked the ufullbodied" sound of their last,
and complained about the
new, "folk-like direction" of
their sound. Strike that.
Sunday night, all the tracks
featured from the new

m~~!~~~~u;h~~d cga~~ ~~~:to . album

(they plaXed seven)
encore with a beak-inducing took on a meanmg on the
Bad Moon Rising, which sums Playhouse stage.
They've
up the Battlefield Band, really. gone back to their "C&ltic Folk
Very good most of the time, roots" tor this latest selection .
occasionally
brilliant
but ·
Mike Peters still retains the
always that penny or two short
of the shilling that makes a shy sincerity that makes up so
much of his charisma - he talks
great show.
Andy Shearer to the crowd on very few occasions, but when he does. you're
like Chic Corea without a band. left feeling that he doesn't say
He is hinting at the tune the the same thing every night, and
slow way a novelist clues you that it might actually be true.
to a plot. Some people pick it up They even got Twist down from
faster than others. I sit back, the drum-kit this time (though
and let the harmony wash over they let him bring a snare and a
me. When the tune arrives cymnbal with him), wtien the
(Days Of Wine And Roses and four of them played the front of
How Deep Is The Ocean or some the stage for This Train is Bound
such) it may weh be a new tune, for Glory.
Following this, Mike on his
as Newton treats it with the wit
and feeling of long acquain- own with Hallowed Ground then
tance.
Dave with his party-piece forthe
Dave newton's own compos- last four years (One Step Closer
ition Given Time demonstrated To Home).
his abilities in that area - may
he keep coming back. When You should have t>een at the
guitarist Martin Taylor came on Playhouse on Su.nday. The MC

:i~~::v~~~n~e!;n~ ~a~~~~a~f~~ ~~~~~;:1~ !~:";,~~ ~~~~ ·~~r~
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antics ensured. I love it when a band rn the world - he might
gig comes together.
just be right.
Ray J. Jordan
Gordon Drummond

Valentine Vinyl

M IGHTY MIGHTY

THE RHYTHM SISTERS

M AISONETTE
Chapter 22 7"

Red Rhino LP

Mighty Mighty are another
bunch of faceless lads with an
ability to deliver jaunty wee
singles that, although they are
inoffensive, are ultimately
empty.
Maisonette has all the right
ingredients unemotional
vocals, a bright and breezy tune
with obligatory strings and
piano to strengthen the chorus
harmonies and provide the
sophistication to prove tJiey're
out there in the big bad
world of pop cometing with the
best of them . Most of all there's
the social awareness of lyrics
concerned with the current
state of urban deprivation. So
why is niceness all it achieves?
James Halibu rton

ROAD TOROUNDHAY~ER

It is a rare occasion indeed
when an LP is released which
brings with it freshness, vitality
and excitem ent. Records like
Swoon and Unknown Pleasures
did this. I know not whether The
Rhythm Sisters' debut will enjoy
such acclaim, but to me Road To
Roundhay Pier deserves one
hell of a lot of praise.
hardcore was a movement to
heartily approve of, but not
really something you wanted to
listen to very much. Ta be fair,
I've heard a tot worse and
some of the songs taken in isolation are quite strong, notably
Suicide's An Alternative/You'll
Be Sorry and I Shot the Devil (I
shot Reagan, t shot the Pope, l
shot the Devil, there ain't no
· hope). Still it rather loses
impact after a couple of songs,
and anyway t he full force
potential of the music is never
realised due to a guitar sound

~~i,c~:r~aapnsd t~~o;:s~~~~ ~~

1SUICIDAL TENDENCIES

SUICIDAL TENDENCIES
Virgin LP
A listen to Suicida l Tendencies'
re-released 1983 debut reinforces
the
opinion
that

. 6

view old hardcore records is
w;ith regard to what the band
are doing now, and whereas
veterans
of hardcore
in
America today are rechannelling their drive into music of
intelligence and diversity, Suicidal Tendencies have made the
minescule leap from hardcore
to the most unimaginative,
directionless type of thrash
metal, from hyperactive Dead
Kennedys to ZZ Top on
skateboards. _
... ,,,.by

At times amusing, at times
tragic, these are real songs
about real things. Everything, in
fact,
from
boyfriends
to
homework is here, and all of it a
sheer joy to listen to.
Road To Roundhay Pier
describes itself as a collection of
" observations and stories from
our time", and this it certainly is.
Some more Rons

MIGHTY LEM ON DROPS

WORLD WITHOUT EN D
.L Blue Guita r LP

This is a record for anyone
who is or ever was young, and
that means you. Throw your
Metallics albums on the fire and
go and buy Road To Roundhay
Pier.

For alt their lyrical clumsiness
the Mighty lemon Drops write
some of the best love songs. A
fine tradition initiated with On
My Mind continues here with In
Everything You Do. Bittersweet
sentiments
thoughtfully
shrouded in a cloak of shimmering guitars and a heartrending chorus.
Fortunately this is complemented by the Sound of
Young Wolverhampton. Whi le
all too many bands are

--

defrocked on graduating to the
Big League record companie~,
the MLD's have matured.
Effortlessly. The smoothness of
the production is pleasantly
tempered by Paul Marsh's vocals, strident most of the time,
soothing some of the time,
powerful all of the time.
All this goes to prove that the
MLD's time is nigh. Their pulsating pop may not inspire
devotiOn Qr engender credibility, but listen to World Without
End and you'll derive pleasure.
Pop is natural, pop is good, not
everybody loves it, but more
bloody people shou ld.
CnigMclean
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The good people of Wester ~ailes held a collection to send young Tommy Smith, their finest son to
America, to develop his prodigious musical talent. Now he's back in Edinburgh and his recent Queen's Han
concert was a display of contemporary jazz at its very best. Gordon Drummond went along to meet the

Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
Read what Honest John
Has cooked up for you.

man many are calling ...

The Jazz Messiah

Over the past weeks John
has built a reputation for
himself on the brave and
innovative idea of prying
into the lives of the stars.
This week is no exception
for it is high time for a
rectorial candidate character assassination.

&

Jazz is alive and contemporary; any slick magazine cashing in on
the music's scenes recent sales hype will tell you that. What it will

not tell you is that the people who are genuinely keeping jazz
valid in the eighties are doing so without the illusory gloss of
promotion. They are doing so with far-sighted dedication, Filofax

organisation, and talk of security. Anyone for a career in jazz?
Tommy Smith, tlie twenty year old Edinburgh tenor
saxophonist, is one of this new breed of musicians. His history is
as Prodigious as any of the greats of yore. When he was fourteen
he was playing gigs in an around Edinburgh, while the rest of us
were watching 'Grange Hill' and worrying about spots. At sixteen
Tommy qualified for Berkelee School of Music, near Boston,
Mass., two years under-age: "they didn't know that till I got over
there," he laughs. After graduating, he joined tha Gary Burton
Group, thus playing with the very top flight of jazz musicians, in
Israel, Europe, Japan, South America.
And yet in-spite of his success, Tommy remai ns level and quietspoken about his ambitions. The on ly evidence that he has spent
the last eight years dedicated to playing jazz is his accent, a
curious confection of Wester Hailes Edinburgh, and mid-Atlantic
drawl. Back in Edinburgh where he is p lann ing tours with his
latest quartet, I asked him whether he looks back on his time in
Berkelee as a period of musical development, or merely as an
opportunity to meet the right contacts?

John learns that first for the
chop is television star and
media personality Muriel Gray.
Many's a time John has had the
pleasure of following her
around a local supermarket
observing exactly what the rich
and famous eat. John can
reveal that Muriel picked fresh
citrus originating from a variety
of fascist dictatorships, filling
the remainder of her trolley
with t ins of John West Tuna
Fish. John remembers the song
that went,
"John saw her in the queue
today 'Exscoos·me how
much shood I paay'
Muriel doesn't skate coz
she's shopping late at Safe·
ways.
Muriel
doesn't skateboard
because she's always stocking
cupboards."
Richard Demarco, all round
art critic, and popular man with
the shrieking cork poppers is a
man with a missionary zeal
who got his fingers burnt tast
time and is coming back for

" Both. You have all these good players from all over the world.
Meeting with them advances your personal playing because you
have this incentive to get better. You know where the standard is
at, and try to reach that. It's competition. It's not musicality, it's
competition."
" There's a cream, a collective cream in the school each year
which stand out above the rest and these get chosen for
Caribbean tours and things like that. You're allowed to get better
because they have the facilities. They have rooms there where
you can practice 24 hours a day. 24 hours a day. 24 hours." Every
repetition makes the day seem longer. "If you have the incentive
and drive you can achieve what you want to do."
With typical modesty, Tommy leaves 'talent' out of his selfmainly centring on modern saxophonists such as Mike Brecker,
assessment, substituting 'work' in its place. Not everyone is
Bob Berg, Steve Grossman, and Jan Garbarek. With perverse
equipped to go to the home of jazz, face such competition. and
logic, he recognises that his originality must come from within :
win. And rt jazz were99% perspiration and 1% inspiration like the
old adage, it takes a special kind of hungry genius to sweat it out.
Tommy's tact - he politely withholds judgement on other
" What I do (because it is hard not to like what is good and listen
musicians throughout the interview- may stem from his tenure to one person) I try not to listen to anyone I like, because they
with Gary Burton.
influence me."
" Gary Burton helped me musically and personally with my
Like most modern musicians, he acknowledges a debt to pop,
everyday life. He's a great adviser : business sense, compositions
and everything. He's very objective, knows what to say and what
citing Sting and Rick Astley as current favourites. He prefers the
not to say." From Gary he learnt his concept of soloing. He refers
musician's fashion-busting criteria, " what's good is good."
to the Gary Burton Group as "his greatest period of growing."
listening to Tommy Smith play at the Queen's Hall, I was
In such a way is jazz renourished, through the competitive
struck most forcibly, ie right between the eyes, by the power and
versatility of his tone. He possesses here an expressive gift far in
education system, and the paternal benevolence of bandleaders:
advance of his years. If he wants to, he can range from shafting
Art Blakey, Buddy Rich , Gary Burton, and Tommy Smith himself,
fury to tender candour in one breath. He may however still be too
now rhapsodising about the eighteen year old pianist in his
group. History repeats, experience teaches the young and the
close to his influences, alternating between the oblique runs of
Mike Bracker and the sonic obsessiveness of Garbarek. Maybe
music goes forward. It certainly seems that Tommy Smith's first
these styles can be married -1 suspect that most people would
considerations are musicalandartistic. From Chic Corea and Gary
Burton, people qualified to know, he has learnt the lesson of
prefer to hear Tommy Smith when he considers himself a fullyartistic development, that "if you do it gradually, you will last
fledged artist:
longer". Accordingly he wastes no time courting critical .
In the meantime, Tommy Smith carries on a fairly normal
approval :
lifestyle. he spends time with his girlfriend, goes to films, visits
" Who are critics? Critics don't know. They just write things in his mother and still takes buses. His future depends on a series of
newspapers and people who read it" believe it. A sk a musician. A events : a documentary on the BBC on April 27th, and a record
musician knows when another musician is good.•
forthcoming with EMI, boasting a provisional lineup including
When I ask Tommy if he considers his music as revolutionary in Eddie Gomez, John Schofield, and Jack Dejohnette. See him live
any way, he laughs again, and answers, " No way." He cites many around Edinburgh, before he leaves his Image-ridden London
influences, starting from Stan Getz and Coleman Hawkins, but rivals in the dust.

It's Com etition Time~

Well dear readers, have we got
some goodies for you this
week! First up for grabs are
two tickets for The Bathers gig
at the Venue next Friday,
promising to be the best Venue
gig since The Godfathers. And
to win this chance of a lifetime
all you have to do is answer
this trrtling question :

Which •Hmlnal" Scottish pop
group was Chris Thomson of
The Bathers once in?
Recovered from that amaz·
Ing offering yet7 Then I'll con-

GIG GUIDE

A very concise gig guide this
week with the Venue being the
main purveyor of live music
tlnue . . . neXt Thursday the goodies. Tonight sees new
exceedingly
dead
good York's finest speed thrash
Woodentops hit the Queen's indu strial garage. band Pussy
Hall . Yes, you've guessed it, Galore. 1This is the band who
we've m anaged to purloin two covered the Stones double
tickets for this mammoth album Exile on Main Street in
1event as well. To win this twenty minutes. So there.
lrish rockers Mamas Boys are
astounding prize, answer this
at the Venue on Friday, supquestion :
ported by glam rockers TigerWhat is lead singer Ro/o 's sec- tailz. The band completely sold
out the Venue last time rourid,
ond name?
·
so Friday's gig promises to be
explosive.
All entries for this soaraway
Better still- at The Cavern
bonanza to the Student offtces there's Baby's Got A Gun; or six·
60 pte.sance by Monday lun· ties revivalists The Thanes at
chtlme please, with name and Potterrow; or even Just "-dd
address/telephone number.
Water at Tsviot; all on Friday I

John Honest who always
remains impartial in the best
traditions Uf journalism will be
voting for Tom Robinson . A
man who is at the moment, by
standing for Rector, surging
against the wave of moral
backlash. If you could, Vote
John Honest I

·

The Batfish Boys
Finally on Saturday The Batfish Boys descend on ... the
Venue I And they are, as it were,
a goth biker grebo band.
And that just abOut wraps it
uP for this week. A week of frenzied fun at the Venue. And
almost bugger all any place
'else!
Festal Virgin

:,
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SOCIETIES

COUNCIL

GEN-

ERAL MEETING
Hidflland Room, The Pleasance
7 pm. Wednesday 17th February. All societies are invited
to send along one repsresentative to discuss any matter they
wish to raise.

CHAPLAINCY
1.10pm
KB lunchtime talk, 6th level
common room, JCMB. ADOPTION SOME CURRENT
ISSUES Mrs
Shelagh
McGuire, Scottish Adoption

Society.
CHAMBERS STREET HOUSE
Rock Disco
Doors Open 8-late

Happy hour 8-9 pm
Videos on big screen tv.
EUCA
. Committee meeting
1 pm Balcony Room Teviot.

CATHOLIC STUDENTS UNION
12.30-2 pm
23 George Sq. Common Room
Bread and Cheese lunch.

60p

~

EU ORKNEY SHETLAND SOC
REUNION
Calton Studios
Music by Blue Ginger plus
disco 8 pm-3 am.
Tickets £2 Members £1.50.

RUGBY
1st XV vs BROUGHTON
Peffermill playing field 2.30 pm
kickoff.
·
2nd XV vs WATSONIANS JI
Peffermill playing fields 2.30
pm kickoff.
VIKINGS XV vs WATSONIANS

Ill
Peffermill playing fields 2.30
pm kickoff
FRESHERS XV vs PAISLEY
Peffermill playing field 2.30 pm
kickoff.

EU ARCHAEOLOGY SOC.
Mr James Aackhani, " Why on

Earth do people write Bone

Reports! "

FRI 12 FEB
CHAMBERS STREET HOUSE
The 200 Club
If you have to "bop" till you
drop. Why not start off the night

with pasta ant Chambers St.
Wine at only £2 per bottle open

ST. VALENTINES DISCO
8pm Topo's Grindlay St.
high Finance Soc. nckets £1
Buy tickets in Teviot at lunchtime.
CATHOLIC STUDENTS UNION
23 George Sq. 7.15 pm
Student Mass in the chapel.

till late.

EU COMMERCE ASSOCIATION
7.30 pm
Stu dent centre
Chain Gant Beerienteering. A
prize for the fastest team - no
prizes for the drunkest.
EU ORKNEY SH ETLAND SOC
REUNION
Chambers St. House
Music by Jack Leesks band plus
disco 8 pm-1 am.
EU POLITICS SOC
Malcolm Rifkind MP Secretary
of State for Scotland will be
speaki ng at 1 pm . DHT Faculty
Room North .
METH SOC
6.30 pm Leave for Scottish
Methsoc Conference at Stirling
Youth Hostel.

SURVIVAL INTERNATIONAL
Australian Aborigines HNothing to Celebrate in 1988H: A
video and discussion with the
UK, co-ordinator 7.30 pm.
Sandwich Bar, Teviot.
NORTH-AMERICAN STUDIES
PROGRAMME
W.J . Keith (University of
Toronto)
Recent Canadian Fiction
4.15 pm Centre of canadian
Studies George Square
EUCA
Conservative lunch
1 pm Terviot Middle Reading
Room

pm
FRANK KRUPPNER gian Poet.

Glaswe-

THECEN1

THE WEEKLV GUIE

TUES 16 FEB
ECOLOGY AS THE TRUE
ECONOMI CS
Jakov von Uexkull, M EP. Founder, Right Livelihood Founda·
t i on
Faculty Room North DHT
5.30 pm
EUCND
meets every Tuesday Evening,
7 pm, Seminar Room 2,
Chaplaincy Centre.

WED 17FEB
EU PHOTOGRAPHIC SOC.
Geography Dept. Drummond

St.
Ian Morrison -from the Geography Department. His photo-,
g raphy ranges over a broad
spectrum of interests.
PLEASANCE JAZ.Z
Beroda Swing
Pleasance Bar
Happy Hour 8-9 pm
EU RIDING CLUB
Rides every Wednesday afternoon.
Coach
departs
Appleton
Tower. 1.20 for all hacks or lessons for beginners and intermed iates.
4.25 for advanced lessons.
lessons indoors, no experience
necessary. Contact Nicola 229
2638 James 668 3032.

._ I

f
CANNON
LOTHIAN ROAD

2293030

NUTS
2, 5,8
Martin Ritt directs Barbara
Streisand in this rip off of a
~star is Born" . A true story of
an upper-class prostitute her
fight for her sanity.

FATAL ATIRACTION
2,5,8Sun5,8
A married man whose onenight stand, while the wife's
away, turns his life into a living
nightmare. Glen Close is excellent as the spu rned lover who
makes her feelings known in a
relentlessly chiling manner.
CAY FREEDOM
2.15, 7.15
Based on Donald Wood's book
HBiko", this is an ambitious and
compassionate work about the
death of the black activist at the
hands of the South African
Police.

•·MWl@M~
NEWBATTLE TER

CHAPLAINCY
1.10pm
Midweek Service in Chaplaincy
Centre.
Rev
FAITH WORDS: SIN James Wilkie, Board of World
Mission and Unity, Chu rch of
Scotland.

FATALATIRACTION
2. 15,5.15,8.15
A married man who's onenight stand turns into a living
nightmare. Chilling unnerving!

SCAG
Anti-Racism project
1 pm
Video: Interview with the writer
James batdwin.
Sinclai r
Room,
Societies
Centre, Pleasance.
Bring your own lunch.

MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE
Dolph Lundgren flexes those
pees to bursting point as HeMan; a good wa rrior trying his
macho bes to foi l the evil
Skeletor from taking over the
evil world.

ROXANNE
8.15
Plenty of laughs, big nose
gags{!) and hilarious Steve
Martin gestures!
A MONTH JN THE COUNTRY
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
Firth and
Kenneth
Colin
Branagh star as two victims of
WWI who befriend each other
one summer in a Yorkshi re village. Beautifully photographed
and quietly moving and its gentle treatment of emotional gesture makes for all the more
intensity.

ODEON
7 CLERK STREET

MARKET

BOYD WEBB
Until 3 March
Intriguing, intell igent and witty
photographic exhibition. Talk
12 Feb 6.15 pm. An appreciation of Boyd Webb's work by
Scottish artist Ron O'Donnell.
Free.

~
OLD COLLEGE,·

667 1011

ART IN RUINS _:__ OVERStTE
13 Feb-12 March
IAN HOWAR D
13 Feb~12 March
New paintings by an Aberdeen
artist w hich he describes as " intriguing condundrums."

PRINTMAKERS
ORKSHOP
'Z3UNIONST

RICHARD DEMARCO
BLACKFRIARS ST
557 2479

23 Union St, 557 2479
Until 20 Feb.
PRINTS BY SCOTIISH ART
COLLEGES
Selling exhibition of prints by
students and postgraduate students from the four Scottish art
colleges.
Printmaking Course (27-28 Feb)
Weekend courses in etchi ng,
lithography,
screenprinting.
Intensive course in basic skills.

CITY ART CENTRE
>MARKET ST

2252424

GOLD OF THE PHARAOH S
Feb-April. No concession for
EDINBURGH UNI ~. LIBRARY
students. The funeral treasures
.,.of Psusennes the First disWARREN HASTINGS AND
BRITISH INDIA
played-the cent re piece is the
gold death mask, but the
From 1 Feb
Major 18th century patron ot pha.rao~'s je~etlerv_. in g~ld
oriental cultu re is commemo· inlaid with lap1s lazuh 1s exqu1srated.
ite.

8

557 0707

16 Jan-20 Feb
MAGGI HAMBLING
The first artist-in-residence at
the National Gallery, Hambting
displays energy, force and intelligence in paintings of prostitutes, Suffolk sunrises, raging
bulls, myths, legends and landscapes in an aggressive, vibrant
exhibi1ion.

667 7331

BAMBI
2.15, 4.20, 6.15
Wa lt Disney's classic.
ROBOCOP
8.30, 2.30, 6
Brilliantly entertaining. An
android is developed (com 9,i
ing the streetwise knowleo~ e
of a top policeman with the
armoury and com puterised
reflexes of top tech.) in an effort
to combat the tida l wave of cil·
lainy in Old Detroit .

WISH YOU WERE HERE
2, 4.10, 6.25, 8.45
An excellent story of comedy
and poignancy. Written and
directed by David Leland and
starring Emily Lloyd. It is even
rumoured to be based on the
early life of Cynthia Payne I
ANGEL HEART
8.40
Alan Parker delves into the dark
side with griping resu lts. Star
cast, incl. Mi ckey RoWlie, in thi s

~~~1~~~~ 1 path of mystery ai j

1

EXHIBITIONS
~
29
ST
225 2383

I

DOIVllNION
Students pay £1.50 for every performance in Cinemas 1 and 2. The
only exception is the late evening shows Monday to Friday in
Cinema 3 and the two evening shows on Saturday. The Dominion is
closed on Sundays.

TRA.VERSE
Student membership is £4 for four years, which enables members to
buy tickets at £2 for all performances.

FILIVIS<>C
Membership, costing £10 to students, gives free entrance to all
performances. Non-members may purchase guest tickets in
advance from any Union Shop or atthe Postgrad Students' Union at
the weekend.

GRAEME MURRAY GALLERY
15 Scotland St, 556 6020
SOLLEWITI
Student prices are 75p for matinees, early evening shows £1.50
Until 13 Feb
Finishing on Saturday, Ameri- (except Sat) and £2.30 for main evening shows which are bookable
can conceptual artist Lewitt in advance.
(whose work c8n be seen in the
Edinburgh International at the
Academy,
Royal
Scottish
finishing on Sunday 14th Feb) All Platform Jazz concerts feature a student concession system
has painted a room and trans- where standby tickets can be bought for £3.00 on night of concert.
formed it into an amazing artis- Subject to availability and production of matric card.
tic exp<:irience. It will be painted
over after ..re exhibition .._ _ __
finishes, s o . miss it .

FILIVIH<>USE

ClUEEN"S HA.LL

N.B. ALWAYS CARRY YOU

MON 15FEB

THURS 11 FEB

>E TO WHAT'S ON ·

-

3 8HOMESTREET

BLUES BROTHERS
Music Box, Victoria St, 220 1708
9.30 pm; Fee.

2284141

MAURICE
3.15, 6, 8.30- all week

The Merchant Ivory production
of E.M. Forster's long-suppressed novel of homsexuality some beautiful shots of English
country houses.

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD
and SOMBIES, DAWN OF THE

DEAD
Fri 12th 11.15
OIXOTE and

KISS

GYROSET
Lord Darnley, West Port
229 4341
10 pm; Free.
Funk/dance.

BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley, West Port.
22~341
10 pm; Free. Acoustic rock.

••
OF THE

SPIDER WOMAN
Sat 13th 11 .15
Crimin ality and gore- both by

the same director.
STAND BY ME
Sun 14th 4.30

Fri 12th Feb Pleasance .
ASHES AND DIAMONDS 6.45
Final part of Wajda's polish

Wed 17th GST
PARTING GLANCES 6.45
DESERT HEARTS 8.25
Reno, Nevada in the 1950s was
the place to go for a quickie
divorce but the last thing Helen
~aver expects when she goes
there is to get involved in a lesbian affair.

FILM HOUSE
88 LOTHIAN ROAD

2282688

BELLY OF ARCHITECT
10th-20th 6, 8.30
Starri ng Brian Dennehy, Chloe
Webb in a Peter Greenaway
fi lm . A lavish prediction of the
physical and emotional demise
of an American arch itect in
Rome. Containing some really
exquisite framin g. farming.
tomatoes cucumbers. take your
pick.
completely
illegible .. l I I!!!!!!! t!! ! ! I!!!!!!! t ! !! ! ! ! t !
!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!

ROUND MIDNIGHT
Tues, Wed, 5.45, B.15

triology.
THE CREMATOR 8.40
A czech film of black comedy
with an obsessional imagination which carries the spectator
along its story until its final,
awesome conclusion.
Sun 14th GST
THE COLOUR PURPLE 6.45
A film not to be missed! Steven
Spielberg's 1985 award winning film about a poor black girl
who goes by way of incest and
lesbianism to normalhood, siste•9od and selfhood.

LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
Thurs, Fri 3 pm

SOMETHIN G WI LD
Mon, Tues 2.45, 6
Melanie Griffith in this hilarious
and suspense killing film. Magnificent rock soundtrack.

RUTHLESS PEOPLE
Wed, Th urs 3 pm Wed 6.15

C:A.IVIE<>
Afternoon shows are £1.20, evenings £2 and last show £2.90.
Students get into the matinees (Sat and Sun) for £1.20.

SN<>
Scottish National Orchestra concerts at the Usher Hall on Friday
evenings may be purchased at £2 on presentation of matric card. ,

ESC:A.
Edinburgh Stu,di!ntsCharitiesAppeal areat 1 7/19~uth rie Street (2~5
4061 ). Anyone is welcome to pop down and meetings are from 1 ttll
2 on Tuesdays.

BEC>LA.IVI
EUTC members may purchase tickets at discount rates. All
lunchtime performances include free lunch of soup and bread.
Company meetings every Monday at 6.00 pm at the Bedlam for
anyone interested in any aspect of the theatre.

LVC:EUIVI
The Lyceum Card costs £1 and allows you to claim £1 off each ticket
purchased (maximum 2 per show).for the year of validity.

MOST OTHER THEATRES IN EDINBURGH OFFER STUDENT
CONCESSIONS, ACCORDING TO EACH INDIVIDUAL SHOW.

DUMPY'S RUSTY NUTS ..
The Venue, Calton Rd, 557 3073
7.30 pm (doors open).
Arising from the London circuit.

PUSSY GALORE
Venue, Calton Rd. 557 3073

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY

g:~~~ ~~~~re Th eatre

MAKOSSA
Preservation Hall, Victoria St.
226 3816
£1 after 9.30 pm
Local reggae.

7.30 pm . Tickets £3 (£2 concession). 667 1011 ext. 4577.

AFTER EIGHT MINCE
Music Box, Victoria St. 220 1708
£1after9 pm. Funky-jazz.

LOS SUPREMOS
Canny Man's, Morningside Rd.
447 1484
8.30 pm ; Free.

FRH:NDS OF CARLOTTA
Negociant's, Lothian St.
225 6313
9 pm; Free.

FOOL'S GOLD
Preservation Hall, Victoria St.
226 3816
9.30 pm; Free.
h~avy ro ck.

TUES 16FEB

THE HELICOPTER SPIES
Blues Basement, Broughton St.
5567 147

FRI 12 FEB

BO' WEEVIL
Lord Darnley, West Port.
229 4341
10 pm; Free.
Rock/Blues.

MAMA's BOYS and
TIGERTAILZ
LIVE BAND
The Venue, Calton Rd. 557 3073 . Cavern, Cowgate. 226 5641.
7.30 pm
Heavy Irish rock supported by 14th
glam rock.
LIXX
AVALON
Soundcheck Rock Club, Venue,
Preservation Hall, Victoria St.
Calton Ad. 557 3073
220 1708
7.30 pm; £1.50.
£1 after 9.30 pm.
Heavy local rock.
feature
SCOTTISH NATIONAL
ORCHESTRA
Usher Hall, Lothian Rd.
2281155
THE FISHERMEN
7.30 pm. Tickets £2.50-£9.90
Music Box, Victoria St. 220 1708
Including Copland's 'Appalac- Afternoon; Free.
hian Spring'.
THE BLUE MONKEY
THE DAN BLOCKER
EPERJENCE
EXPERIENCE
Music Box, Victoria St. 220 1708
Lord Darnley, West Port.
£1 after9 pm.
229 4341
Guitar songs.
9 pm; Free. Country/Rock.
THE LAST DETAIL
Lord Darnley, West Port.
229 4341
CHUCK BERRY
10 pm; Free.
Playhouse, Greenside Pl.
THE CHRIS THOMSON BAND
557 2590
Preservation Hall, Victoria St.
7.30 pm. Tickets £8.50, £7.50
226 3816
£6.50
£1after9 pm.
Rock n' Roll-what else?

M'hiHW:

SAT 13 FEB

STRATEGY
Lord Darnley, West Port.
229 4341
10 pm; Free.

NO EXCUSE
Preservation Hall, Victoria St.
2263816
9.30 pm; Free.
Guitars, synth - pop/ rock.

WED 17 FEB
CRITTER HILL VARMINTS
Green Tree, Cowgate.
9.30 pm; Free.
Will be supporting the Proclaimers. Give them a medal any
day for the name.
TAM WHITE
Negociant's, Lothian St.
225 6313
9 pm; Free.
SHIVER N' SHAKE
Lord Darnley, West Port.
229 4341
10 pm; Free.
THE PERISTALSIS BROTHERS
Boston Bean Co.,
St. James Centre. 556 0111
50'smusic.

THEATRE TRAVERSE

BEDLAM
2FOARESTROAD

2259873

EVERYMAN
Wed 17th Feb 1.30 pm £1 {incl
lunch) Thurs 18th Feb. 6.30 pm
An anoymous morality play in
which God has given up on
mankind and decrees Doomsday. Everyman discovers who
his friends really are.
Saturday
Bedlam Theatre
11 .45am
Drama Workshop.

All

wel-

THEATRE WORKSHOP
34 HAMILTON Pl

2265425

ANYTHING FOR A QUIET LIFE
10th Feb-13th Feb. 8 pm
Play about fear, bureaucracy,
town halls, offices, committee
meetings and despair. Performed by Theatre de Complicite- an international group.

GRASSMARKET

.
226 2633

SUPPING INTO DARKNESS
9th Feb-14th Tickets £2 cone.
7.30 pm
Start of J amal Ali's national
tour in which he explores the
many cruel, funny and moving
facets of being black in t his
country.

Tues FeQ 16th 7 pm
THE SENTRY
A play by Peter Finlay Ham·
mond about who we are
responsible for, who to, and
bus queues . If that's what
interests you.

CABARET WACH HEAD
and LIB AND RENE
Fri 1£2th and sat 13 Feb.
two stand up comedy acts.

ADAM HOUSE
CHAMBERS STREET

225 3744

OJA YVUELTA
Wed 17th-Fri 19th Feb
Tickets £1.50. 7.30 pm
Farsical love story by Mario
Benedetti set in Uruguay during he turbulent 1970's.

CALCUTIA, FOURTH MAY
11th-13th Feb 7.30 pm Tickets2
cone.
In association with the Eng. Lit.
Dept. this play by Brecht &
Feuchtwanger traces events in
India leading up to the
impeachment of Warren Hastings, the British Governor-General in 1798 performed at St.
Andrews &
St.
George's
Church in George Street.

.A.HTS

THURS 11FEB1988

Dinner and Damnation
DRAMA DRAMA DRAMA
marriage in which they feel
themselves bound.

LA BABYSITTER

Ren•

de Oblildla
Les Escogrfffes

Elvira and Franklin, a typical
couple who have been married
for thirteen years, are waiting
for a babysitter. In the capable
hands of Rene de Obaldia, this
everyday scene becomes the
distillation
of
marital
stereotypes. Franklin torments
his wife with puerile displays of
middle-aged libido, bewai ling
the fact that the only time sexy
young girls come to the house
is when he is going out. Elvire
panders to him and the image
of the bored housewife, view·
ing the onset of w rin kles with
horror. literally tied to their
house until the babysitter
comes, their position provides
a parallel with the unfulfilling

Spirited and competent per
formances from Anloute Scup·
llkova and Claude Ginoux as
Elvire and Franklin brought out
the wit of the dialogue, and suc·
ceeded in making entertaining
drama whilst retaining an
atmosphere of stagnation.
Their desire for excitement is
satisfied in an unexpected way,
and the apparent normality of
the first act comes to an abrupt
end with the entrance, not of
the busty Charlotte, but the
black·habited sour Epine du
Saint·Esprit. Predictable dinner
party conversation is willingly
foregone for the entertainment
this outlandish nun can pro·
vide, and she quickly becomes
the focus for the frustrations
and animosities of husband
and wife.

-SORR-Y- -

Her exaggerated hell and
damnation sermonising, offkey canticles, and swift decline
into black lace suspenders and
dissipation, displays the patent
absurdity of cliches that determine our way of thinking to an
alarming extent. As a result of
this 'jeu de fort mauvais gout',
we realise that the discontent of
Franklin and Elivre is illusory.

Bedlam; 3rd Feb.

Written by the Czech playwright Vaclav Havel, this is a
short and rewarding play set in
a country where the authorities
have enough respect for writers to want to persecute them.
The production was almost
faultless and I was gratefu l for
seeing it. It was exemplary lunThey have been slaves of chtime drama.
Vanek is a playwright whose
images projected
in
the
magazines that clutter the work is received with such
enthusiasm by the state that he
stage.
finds himself working in a bre·
The play ends with the wery. The play comprises his
couple locked in an embrace so conversation with the maltster,
who
forces extravagant quanengrossing that not all the exp·
lesions of sound and light that tities of beer on them both
before
rushing off to the toilet.
the special effects crew can
muster, disturb them. Paradox· Vanek tips his beer into the
ically their strange visitor was maltster's glass, claiming "he
won't notice the difference".
'heaven sent'.
And neither do we when the
scenes start again, because the
Catherine Fellows
action repeats itself in a sinis·

EXHIBS EXHIBITIONS EX

TROY
Pr:esented by Bodypolitic
Traverse Theatre
2·1February7.30 pm

SCOTTISH PHOTOGRAPHY
Scottish National Portrait
Gallery; until April
In 1984 the National Portrait
Gallery took on the new role of
developing a national collection
of Scottish photography. The
acquisition policy having particular emphasis on Scottish
photographers or works with
significant Scottish subject·mat·
ter. Photography having always
been strong in Scotland makes
this first permanent collection of
great interest.
Only 43 works are exhibited ·
but the breadth of material is
reflected in there being 22 con·
tributing artists.

...::.=

g

a:
The traditional strength of
Scottish photography, realist
representation of Scottish life, is
well accounted for with Gorbals
life and Clyde shipyard scenes.
Worth mentioning is Hardy'~
work as an examjlle of this bet·
ter·known .. kitchen sink .. style.
Photographic portraiture is
strong,
contributor
Yousuf
Karsh comments : "There is a
brief moment when all there is in
a man's mind and sou land spirit
may be reflected." The exhibition features some examples
which reach those heights in the
excellent work of Hudson and
Williams.
However,
the
exhibition
encompasses more than this
with Scottish abstract and still
life photographs, such as Pradlp
Makle's and Peter Cattrell's
wonderfully
pathetic .. Shot
Crow.. , showing the amazing
depths waiting to be explored
and exhibited.
The space given over is very
small, indicating a tentative
establishment of this collection.
What is shown is rich and varied,
a visit very much worthwhile
and the growth of the collection
is a realisable desideratum.

Paul T~
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The Vision by Geoffrey MacEwan

GEOFFREY MacEWAN

th~ ~e~ :r~:: ~;1 J:~~ti~~~

369 Gallery; until 'Z1 Feb
Geoffrey
MacEwan's
technique has been described as
" letting the paint free.fall ", and
this sense of abandon and effort·

white sketches charting the
sweep of a beam of light from a
lighthouse around a harbour.
Onceagainlittleisdefined-the
sketches suggest an impression

lection of large oil paintings.
Each one has a definite indi·
vidual colour scheme - either
vibrant contrasting splashes or
harmonising shades. Personally
I found the intensit)( of colour in
works like "Thankerton Bridge"
rather too garish, and preferred
the more subtle use of colour
and shape in paintings like " The
Dreamer" which is almost hyp.
notic in its effect of a face just
discernible in an abstract river
scene of Qteys and blues.
.. The Vision .. is in a similar
style but a completely different
mood - it captivates the pain
and poverty of a Third World
scene and manages simultaneously to hint .at a Nativity. What
connection is he trying to make?
Geoffrey
MacEwan
never
defines or categorises, instead
he presents us with enigmatic
works that contain a wealth of
meaning.

actually visible.
MacEwan's remarkable sense
of colour is seen most clearly in
the"AmorChe ... "collectionof
small
watercolours,
where
· abstract blacks of translucent
· colour wander around each
other in loosely defined pat·
terns. This technique results in a
couple of exceptionally beautiful
paintings and several rather
mediocre ones.
All in all the collection is defi.
nitely worth a visit, and even if
you are not immediately .. gra!J.
bed", a couple of minutes spent
absorbing the half-formed ideas
in the large paintings like "A
Trumpet Shall Sound" shou ld
convince you of the artist's
ta'rent for suggestion and his
ability to work stylised forms
within a supportive framework
of colour.

~~s::~ni:1~~~~~~st~~r~:- ~~!i~~i~'{;~f~~:~r~~ 9!h~~r~~

Walking into the auditorium,
the theatre·goer was confronted with a man gnawing at
his ~blood·stained~ wrists.
Withhishc:ir shorn nnd clothed
in a grey, nondescript pyjama·
style uniform, he looked like a
remnant
from
the
Nazi·
holocaust.
He was, in fact, Frank Calvert
played by Andrew Greaves.
Imprisoned in a lunatic asylum
in his old age, Catvert recounts
his
search,
with
fellow
archaeologist, for "the world's
most famous city" - Homer's
Troy.
The narrative was enacted in
a series of flashbacks and as its
focus darted between tl:ie present to the past, Andrew
Greaves stepped in and out of
the different ages of the same
man, with unconscious ease:
from the · eccentric academic
recounting his past and occasionalty lapsing into insanity to
.the enthusiastic and idealistic
youth inspired by hi s life's
ambition to find "the world's
most famous city".
Calvert becomes increasingly tainted with cynicism as
he is betrayed by degrees, by
the fellow archaeologist, Dr.
Schliemann (David Gallacher).

ter, claustrophobic way. It
examines the division between ·
the artist and the working man
and comes down, ultimately,
on the side of the working man;
" I' m only good enough to be
the manure on which your principl es grow", the maltstersays.
Lisa Baraitser directed the
play cleverly, teasing the audi·
ence about what would happen
next and playing with our sympathies. As the maltter, Charlie
Fox held the show together,
creating just the right t ension
between Arthur Daley confi·
dence and quiet desperation.
Ju st one quibble. Valclav
Haven set up Charter 77, a
human rights charter/move·
ment, and was imprisoned for
doing so. in. 1977, not 1979 as
the programme said. The char·
ter was not just signed by 77
writers but by over 700 people,
from all walks of life, some of
· whom, no doubt, even worked
as maltsters.
Andrew Sparrow
Gallacher
offset
Andrew
Greaves with his own powerful
performance as a hard·headed
busi nessman as well as ambiti·
ous archaeologist.
Yet th e focal point of the play
was always Calvert and the
metamorphosis of his character, alt the more impressively
achieved for the total lack of
cos.tumes and props to ai.
series of transformations. In
practice, the stark set enhanced
the gradual degradation of Cal·
vert there were few
humanising factors to qualify it.
The professional battle between Calvert and Schliemann
extended to a more personal
one: the fight for the love of
Schliema nn 's young wife in
~nalogy was drawn with the
fight for Helen of Troy between
Paris and Menelaus. Mrs
Schliemann, played by Alexis .
Leighton
failed
however,
to convey her conlus'ion and
torn emoti ons in the midst of
this tense contest. Not only
because there has probably
never been such a buxom
Helen but also due to herfail · · ~e
to instil diversity into her • ·ous roles whether as the attrac·
tive Mrs Schliemann or as the
tendern urseca ringforCalvert.
Otherwise, the performance
was marked by a tension which
easily transported the spec·
tater's attention through to the
end of the two hour non·stop
performance.
Sung Khang

..-------------------.
The Queen's Hall • Clerk Street • Edinburgh

NATURALTHEATRECOMPANY

SPY SOCIETY
Burgess, Philby & MacLean (The Musical)
Monday Night Special- Prize for Best Dressed.Spy
Saturday 20th, Sunday 21st& Monday 22nd February 1988
7.30p.m.
,,.....

Box Office, Bar and Snacks open 6.30 p.m:
Tickets: £2.50 (£1.50 ,concessions)
,t\.dvance tickets from:
The Queen's HaU Box OfficC (0316682019)
Mon·Sat 10 am-5 pm
Usher Hall Box Office, Lothian Road (031 228 1155)
Mon·Sat10 am·S pm
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Friday's
programme
succeeded in entirely emphasising
the sheer theatrical power of
classica l music. The overture to
Weber's "Die FreischUtz" (The
Marksman), containing a wide
variety of musical expression,
provided the perfect introduction to one of the evening's
main themes - that of the
supernatural forces of good
and evil. in Graig's famous
Piano Concerto in A minor, this
theme was contained. What
predominated was the mesmerising power of the solo
piano. Pianist Dmitri Alexeer's
passionate deliverance was
quite superb. Piano in conversation w ith orchestra rendered
the first Allegro profoundly
emotive, both terrifying and
ecstatically majestic. In the
more hushed Adagio, the
muted interaction between the
two was intimate and controlled. In the final movement, the
underlying imitative theme of
the folk song gave way to a joyful conclusion, dispelling the
dramatic despondency of the
first movement, orchestra and
.piano ending in perfect harmony together.
Another opera overture was
next, this time from Wagner's
The Mastersingers. incorporating various mood shifts, the
piece moved the grandiose
flourish
of the
opening,
through lyrical interpretation of
the power of love over evil,
climaxing in a sweeping, celebratory concl usion in which the
dignity of the Mastersingers
was conveyed through the
powerful voices of brass and
percussion.
Finally was Stravinsky's marvellous music, Petrushka, a joyous end to an evening of powerfu l and magnificent music.
Conductor Yuri Temirkanov
gave a tremendous performance through him one
cou ld sense the very presence
of the lovestruck and inquisitive puppet, Petrushka. l:'he
pressure on the conductor in
such a complicated and tightlywoven piece of music as this
must inevitably be great Temirkanov managed deftly.
His acute awareness of the
drawing-together of the three
main themes in the music the interpretation of the Ballerina, Blackamoor and Petrushka - guided the orchestra,
led by the magical voice of the
flute, through an array of
moods, the piece gradually
coming to life, paralleling the
vivification of the puppets in
the Ptrushka story itself.
Carole McMurr11y

SCO/PINNOCK
Queen's Hall; 4 Feb
•
On Thursday evening, the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra
gave a perfect rendering of four
well-chosen pieces. In J. S.
Bach's Suite No. 3 in D the prominent trumpet parts require great
skill and precision and were certainly given justice by the SCO
trumpets. The second move·
ment is the best known: August
Wilhelmi later changed the key
to C and published it under the
title" Air on a G string". lmmacu""
lately led as always by John
Tunnell, the string section pro·
duced a rich, poignant sound,
giving the movement the tenderness it deserves.
Haydn's Keyboard Concerto
in D was played fluently and
fluidly by soloist and conductor
Trevor Pinnock. This vivacious,
light piece is beautifully suited to
the harpsichord with its myriad
of runs and ornaments. The
slow movement featured rich
figuration in the solo writing, the
use of suspensions and a masterful cadenza. The ambitious
pace of the Rondo all' Ungarese
amused both harpsichordist and
orchestra, and brought out that
true jovial spirit which is often
implicit but not so frequently
exploited in folk music used in
classical pieces.

Scottish Ballet
Edinburgh Playhouse; 3-6 Feb
The progiamme tells us that in
The Nutcracker Tchaikovsky
was concerned Hnot so much
with splendour as with magic
theatre"
and
this maxim
appears to have been followed
by the designer of Scottish Bal·
let's interpretation of what must
be one of the world's bestknown and loved ballets. The
costumes, on the whole, and the
three sets are all beautifully
appropriate, from the "Laura
Ashley-meets-Liberty"·type
party of the prologue, through
the sparkling fantasy " Land of
Ice and Snow" to the spectacularly bright and magical " Kingdom of Sweets" in the second

act.

The whole evening was magi·
cal, in fact the familiar
Tchaikovsky score, the choreography itself, and the enraptured
expression of little Clara all contributed to this festive sense of a
beautiful fairytale or dream. The
mystical
atmosphere
is
heightened especially by the
glittering lining of Drosselmeyer's cloak, which acts as a
link between the "real world" of
the prologue and the fanta sy of
acts one and two.

There is some superb dancing : Norika O'Hara is stunning
as the Sugar Plum Fairy, and she
is at her most lyrical in the Pas de
Deux in act two with the Nutcracker Prince. The latter, por·
trayed by Robert Hampton, was
a strong and considerate per·

former, his credibility. being only
slightly strained by certain
aspects of his costume la tassled
cod-piece?). The most memora·
ble section of the performance,
however, was the entertainment
laid on for Clara in the Realm of
the Sugar Plum Fairy, the
Chinese and Arabian dancers
being its highlight.
As little Clara opened her eyes
in a r~turn to reality following
her dream, there was a feeling in
the transformed
Playhouse
auditorium that the audience
would take longer tO awaken
from the dream of the magic
wrought by the Scottish Ballet . A
wonderful evening, and a great
incentive to sample the company's next offering: "Romeo
and Juliet", in March.
Jennifer Trueland

PREVIEW
Trevor Pinnock

G. P. Telemann's Concerto
Polonais again explored folk
tunes. Syncopation and conrhythmic
groups
trasting
showed the Slavic influence.
Simple melodies were often
taken up by another instrument
and developed further, and at
one point a hint of the bagpipes
could even be heard.
Stravinsky's charming Pulcinella Suite was a delight to listen to. It is a masterful score;
playful, vigorous, sensitive but
yet coalescing. At the opening,
Florindo and Coviello serenade
two ladies but are thwarted in
their attempts by Pulcinella who
charms the ladies with his virtuoso violin playing. Enraged at
Pulcinella's
success,
the
spurned lovers decide to murder
him, but miraculously the apparently dead Pulcinella is brought
back to life. He has his revenge
by ducking the " murderers" in a
fountain, but the ending is a
happy one - the lovers are
united and Pulcinella is reunited
with his Pimpinetla. It is
Stravinsky's colourful scoring of
the solo groups which makes
the piece so distinctive. The ovi·
ous enjoyment of conductor and
orchestra was infectious and the
highlight of this humour was
displayed in the cheeky bass

solo.

Anne Merie Middleton

Ida yVuelta
Adam House Theatre
17-19 Feb £1.50
Set in Uruguay, performed in
Spanish and enhanced by a
'special' recording of'Dallas'formidable though not forgettable ingredients for a play, but
ones which the EU Hi spanic
Society's latest production,
" Ida y Vuelta" (Return Journey)
plulls off admirably.
A potentially sad love story,
the play is rescued from alt
hints of pathos by its amusing
- and somewhat adapted script which turns it into a comical farce which can only be
appreciated with only a limited
knowledge of Spanish. A few
days holiday in the Costa Del
Sol should suffice - but there
is a detailed summary of the
play provided if not!
The ~elationship between an
author and his (or in this case,
her) creations is cleverly
exploited and also provides
much of the humour - and
leads to a highly original, different kind of ending. The 70's
costumes should certainly
evoke happy memories and in
years to come, this play should
constitute
another!!
Don't
miss, " Ida y Vulta ", showing at
Adam House, Wed 17-Fri February.
CMrHaPlke
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~~~• -!-+- Valentine's Day is approaching!
~
Gazzer 0: I'd love to rub a tub ot

fresh double cream all over tfiat
wonderful bodyofyoursandlick
it off. Oodles of love and lashing
of ginger beer. lusty Dusty. XX.
Blair. I read about you every
time I go into the library. I
always loved the thought of
what English public school
boys got up to. Please please
phone

And the features pages would just like you to
know - we love you all. XXX.
Luscious Lorna: I've got the hair
straighener and spray can ready
for you. See you soon, love The
Hairdre§S0r.

.To Catto. pay your subscription
to the Tory club soon. love. JIK.

~

Mr Profile, just to keep on telling you know.
To NHS. Don't leave me this
way! With love, MP.

Pulay-wanna lay?

Aiden D: you're t,tie love of my
life, A.O.

My Man Saulie: Let down your To Alan Y: What a year we've
Armour
for
some had! I still keep your tramed
Gobbledygook! Gushingly, The photo next to my bed. love,
Motorway Kid. XX.
Margaret T.

To Cara and Hazel I love you
both K.
To W. Mary from G. Joe. Glad
your better.

My Boy Beacon: Let's give it big
red together! From Sharrie (your
brown-eyed girl).
Judith and Joanne. Get lost you
nasty girlies. I hate you. Lots of
hatred Kirsty.

Camilla. Keep that hair brush in
your filofax.

Robert lamden (Mr). Meet
me in the darkroom to develop
my negatives, yours lustily
Tom. x

To a working class utterly piebein Scots poof. We know you
really went to private school .
Love C&T.
To a rabid Scots nationalist
poof. love from a pre-pubscent
=~al!sf~if::~~~.chool arsehole
BHP. The best things in life are
free. You're a bargain at any
price (Fnar, Fnar!) J. (porridgemaker extraordinaire).

To DC. I know this really great
desert island ... IA.

George. Sit welt still and don't
feel pain. I'll soothe you with
golden rain.

Jeremy. I'd give anything if
they made bicycle shorts for
· two. love from HelcarxXx

Ricky B. Since you became a
secretary it's that power and
aura you have that makes me
moist. love Ssaciexxxx

BT-PI dOn't mind what you do
- but please bring some TCP.
Ego minded actor called Stuart.
I adore your body stocking and .
want ... er, that's it. xxxx
Alex Cliffe seeks partn.er for
Some leathery looking spanking good times. Phone556123.

Blair. The thought of you titillates me every time I sit at my
favourite library desk and read
about you. Will meet you out~~::;e~~n~~as St at 6 pm Sun-

Roz. You sexy beast- my heart
longs for you every second of
the day- how, how can I cope
without you? Love, one of your
admirers.
I. Touch me like you touch Dun-

can love TX.
To I. Message in a bottle: leave
him he's no good for you, and
can't you see the headlines. By
our News Team.
I. It's the way you bendover.
Love T.

Nick. l -M All you do iseatsaus- Blair. Read about you in the lib-·
ages . Give me a go ... Charlot- rarymeet me in the Duck 9.30
texxx
Tuesday.

To A. All my love ever CL.
To Rebecca, l loveyou even more
than I love SAC, A.XX.
Sam F: You make my glasses
steam up. love, Delectable
Devin. XX.

4';i

Craig Trent Townsend D'Arby:
Jack up the headstone and put
the needle on the coffin! The Girl
From MAASS. X.
Casper Keith: Did the earth
move for you? Love Ronnie. XX.
Ra Ra Mackenzie: Find your
trough in a different corner! S.S.
Alex K: The Whitehouse is
lonely without you. love Nancy.

x.

Hey Hot Lips! Remember "Hotel
California"?

Th e wonderful thing about
sheep, is that sheep are wonderful things . . . Aren't they
Andy? love the Geosoccers.

Claire. Since the haircut what
can I say? Wow. all my love and
admiration MP. PS. I'm not that
wet!
To the one and only "Red"
Goodban. A Society successful
man, private lessons available.
Sexual success guaranteed.
MMG.
Sandra Mackintosh: I've always
fancied you in your wee black
skirt and docs. Woargh ! X.

ACCOMMOQA!!ON
Hatt twin room available to female in
Nicolson S1reat flat. Rent (86 pm
Ring Kale 229 6781 . Ref no 0195.
Single room to let in Thirlestane
Road flat. Ring sandra Dudley 447
2093. Rent £20 pw. Ref no 0191.
Single room lo let at 102110 Warrender Park Road. Rent (86.50 pm. Ref
no0190.
Gaefic speaker preferred for Comiston Road flat. No smokers please.
Contact Mrs Nelson 447 0091. Rent
£125 pm. Ref no 1819.
Single room in Forrest Road flat to let
to non-smoker. Phone Mark Hudson
225 7017 after 7 pm. Rent £68.50 pm.
Refno0173.

7 OLD F/SHMARKET CLOSE
EDINBURGH
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Jimmy B, You're the man for
me. Obsian Sportxxxx

lain M. Gobble! Gobble! An
Oxford admirer.

~

Simon. I don't want you to feel
''!ft out so 1'11 just write somelhing totally wacky. Hit

Laura. we·ve helped many
people together- but if I cou ld
have given you a massage, you
could have solved all my problems.

To Krista. love and support
bras,
Gerry 'one eyebrow' Corish

Blair. L- read about you in lib- Dodo the naughty nun, Love
Lots of love to little Cuddly · 1an. Boy do we miss those pert
rary have you changed from Henri, the prop ForHairy Gorilla from the Crazy buttocks. Love News.
phone no. Meet me in the Duck ward.xxx
Woman!
7 this Saturday (This is no joke).
Phil. Never mind the whips Pengy. It's a year since we first
Aiden Day. I love you so much, what about Pollock bog roll and Alex Stiff. Somebody wants to ripped sheets. Keep on ripping!
you incredibly talented and shaving foam??? ___.
wea r the other side of that Pengy.
sexy person. Aiden D.
bedxxxxxxxxxx;icxxx.
Susan. Stay with that Steve or
Kasia. ucoyness is nice ... !H JR.
Megan. Roses· are Red, Violets John will give you a thoroughly
are -Blue. You would look good- good thrashing.
Kirsty Cruickshank, the closet
Andy. Just one more look at under lorries. Jules.
yahl you're getting too bluddy
SMT. Arguably the finest. love
those knees, please. lots of
trendy for your own good!
Philly. I want to Cheshire you always T.xxx
love. A. Kiltie.
We're so jealous we could
forever. R. xxx
shoot you!! Lois of smoochies
Joanne. Please stop arguing
J&J.
and moaning. Or else we won't Phily . The Pope won't mind!
speak to you ever again and it A.xx
Aiden Day. Just a short meswill be the end of a beautiful
sage to remind you how much
relationship.
lurve,
guess
you love yourself.
who?
Toby. l really love your taste in
shirts. Kirsty.

Grandpa: Flex that raw, fleshy,
swelling, oscillating, undulating,
palpitating, rhythmic body! A
Creature Possessed. X.

Single room to let to female postgraduate at 102110 Warrender Park
Road. non-smokers please. Contact
Mr. G. Robertson at the SAS 667
0151. Rent £85.50 pm. ref no 0175.

TEL : 031 225 5428

Single room to let to non-smoker at
South College Street flat. Rent £86.40
pm. Tel. 667 0213. Refno0177.

Half of twin room available to female
at 1617 BlackEit Avenue. Rent £85 pm.
Refno0157.
haH of twin room available to female
•at 1611 Blacket Avenue. rent £85.75
pm. Ref no0158.
Single room available to male at 1211
Black et Avenue. Rent £85. 75 pm. Ref
no0159.
Half twin room available to female
non-smoker at 1615 Bhacket Avenue.
Rent (85.75 pm. Ref no 0162.
Single room at 13/8 Sciennesto let to
male. Contact Mr Dresser at the sAS
667 0151. Renf £85.80 pm. Ref no
0138.

Two single rooms available now in
warm central Sciennes flat, five
minutes from George Square. (60
pm after housing benefit. Contact
Nina. Mike or Ross 1015 61acket
Avenue.

MISCELLANEOUS
Anyone interested in exploring
Africa thi s summer. i've lots of plans
but don't want to go it alone. Ring
Frances
667
5989
(corrected
number!)
Oboe for sale £275 ono. ring A. heath·
cote 667 6925.

'Siudent's ... classffied section
is a free service to readers.I
We welcome accommodation, "'for sale" .and other
small ads. Ads should be kept
to a maximum of 30 words
Single room at 21n Sponiswoode -and may be handed int:O the
Street IO let to undergraduate. Rent
C86.50 pm. Contact the tenants or Mr 'Student' offtces, 48 ·Pleasance, or put into the red
Dresser at the SAS. Ref no 0094.
'Student' boxes in the Teviot
Bo•room in central flat, vacant from
foyer, Mandela Centre Union
1st march. Call at 35 West preson
Shop and in A&M Reid grocStreet, 2nd top buv:er. Rent £70 pm.I
.ers In the KB Centre.
Single room to lei to male postgraduate at 113 College Wynd. Rent
£86.10 pm. Ref no 0090.
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Agents of Love
Do you believe in the perfect partner? Lucy Datwin visited
a dating agency to find out if professional matchmaking
really works.

What do dating agencies
conjure up? A dash of
excitement,
downright
humiliation, or just a bunch
of weirdos? For those of you
not previously booked for
Valentine's Day, I went in
search of the inside story.
The Catherine's Ag~ncy in
Hanover Street is a dating
agency with a personal touch.
For Catherine, the owner, meets
everyone who decides to ioin up
personally, before putting them
on her files - and she doesn't
use a computer!
As far as she is concerned,
match-making is not only a matter of matching up approripate
qualities or hobbies and then
leaving "love chemistry" to luck.
Diplomacy trust and intuition
make the human factor for the
job absolutely necessary.
So, who joins and what for?
Those under 30 tend to be male
rather than female, and those

•

•

"Obesity is out, and slim,
firm men are the order of
the day."
older, usually by then looking for
a second marriage, are predominently female. "Young girls,"
Catherine explains, "are more
reluctant about c6ming simply
because they Iiave absolutely no
idea who I'm going to send them
out with." Nevertheless, her
youngest client is 19, she has a
small proportion of students and
about 500 active members on
her fi les - and that's not including all those still "stepping out"
in partnerships initiated from
within the agency. Most people,
though, do ultimately have marriage in mind. Catherine grinned
and said, "If any young man or
woman comes in here and says,
'I'm quite attractive, I have
dozens of friends but I really
want to expand my social circle',
you know that he or she is really
lying through their teeth."
Her policy of meeting all her
clients means that sh_e has a
chance to sort out the good, the
bad and the ugly. "Bad" takes a
number of forms, from drunks to
weirdos, and men with dubious
sexu81 appetites. They are tactfully told that she doesn't think

she has any appropriate partnerships in mind at the moment but
that she will get in touch if something turns up. It is just a mea·
sure of assurance that you won't
find yourself spending your
evening with a lecherous man.
As any student of psychology·
will tell you, how you perceive
yourself, how you act wit.h
Catherine and how you will
behave ·on your dates will be
very different. Catherine relies
greatly on her intuition and with
ten years behind her, it can't be
all that bad. For some people
she finds it easy to think up suitable partners, others of course

can demand much greater
effort. Once selected, she swaps
names and details to the prospective couple through the post
and the ball is then in your court.
From then on Catherine just
keeps on swapping names until
she hears otherwise, usually in
the form of a bashful telephone
call saying something like, "Not
needing any more introductions
-well, not forthe moment anyway". She doesn't hear from
many of her clients aher their
first interview with her, hopefully because they have found
someone and are living happily
ever aher. Some, unfortunately,
do die on you, which is very
embarrassing for the potential
hopeful suitor phoning up a few
months later to arrange a meeting.
Success in such a business is

somewhat difficult to measure.
Many couples have ended up
married and she has therefore
been invited to a number of
weddings, to which she doesn't
go. Which sideoftheaislewould
she sit? Secondly, though the
couple are blissfully in love and

former is witheringly more
attractive than the latter. Obesity, however, is out, and slim,
trim men are the order of the
day. It's maybe with mixed blessings that we do tend to fall for
the same types, so check out exboyfriends, lovers and hus-

~~~r~ll~e~~;~~l,n~t~~em~fs~~~il: ~=~~~

for a view to future pros1

first meeting under wraps. Marriage is not the only successful
consequence of her introductions. She cited an example of
an 80-year-old lady who proceeded to go out with one particular man once a week for six
years. That too is success.
Catherine actually sees little of
the romance which was nurtured from her office. Generally,
the people concerned are far too
busy getting on with it.

There is also plenty oftime for
romance
among
"older::."
people, though they may not go
about it like those of the nineandahalfweeks ilk. People do
need people and no one objects
to a bit of cuddling now and
again, do they? Catherine told of
one misunderstanding between
a couple in their sixties. When
Tony was shown around the
house by Maud, with no
forethought. he was shown the

Any tips for Valentine's Day? It
seems many of us don't know
what we are looking for. Those
whom we want and those who
fulfil us are ohen quite different,
which introduces the elements
of spice, excitement and adventure! On a one-to-one introduction, looks tend to matter far less
than when among a large social
gathering. Normality is okay,
though women don't dislike

The (inevitable)
pounce was made, which
infuriated Maud no end. She
stormed back to Catherine: " I
wasn't having any of that here,"
and returned home suitably
pacified. Nevertheless she saw
him twice within the next week

•

"Love#may triumph over
8 1:olcc.·co· - -- - - - :o

one has to watch out for, those
ones who don't make' an
immediate impression are those
who knock you sideways later
on. Love grows.
Love may triumph over all in
some circumstances, but snobbery is still proving a formidable
obstruction, whether t hrough
class, occupation or income.
Catherine copes with these
intangible barriers by running
three different schemes placing
different emphasis on social
positions or number of introduc-,
tions made on each. One can
then ask to meet people from a
different level from that which
you consider yourself and the
more that can happen is for the .
recipient of your name to turn •
out., a snob and not want to
bother to meet you: some toss
- but it still takes two to tango.
Needless to say he~ busiest
day is April Fool's Day rather
than Valentine's Day. It seems a
good number of secretari es are
asked to phone a Mr Wright (or
is it a Mr Right?) by colleagues at
work and are given Catherine's
number.
So, having dispelled all the
myths, what's stopping you? I
asked Catherine if anyone had
sprung to mind whom she
thought was compatible to me.
She smiled enigmatically and
said: "Yes, he's 26, slim, lives
outside Edinburgh, educated in
En9,land, works with electronics

Grange Handknits
ti G range Loan, Newington

Edinburgh EH9 2NR

HMost people do,
ultimately, have marriage
in mind."
ug ly men. Instead it is to do with
the "strength" of the face. Her
two examples were Dudley
Moore and Elton John. If they
are stripped of their fame, arguably there is little leh, and that
ce:tain ly is not looks. Yet it is still
generally accepted that the

and maybe is seeinQ him still.
Who kriows? If you don't want
any or .. tnat .. - don·t show him
the bedroom.
She doesn't believe people
fall instantly in love - if one
thinks one has, she is but a little
sceptical. It's the dark hnri:p_c:
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about cunninlingus. I Once worked with a chef called
our culture, you c·a n guararltee that some garrulous
On February 14, someone is going to receive a card
Liverpudlian witch will pop up and defend it on the
saying " If you were a nose ... I would still pick you." · Steve who understood the r eal spirit of the occasion.
Clearly, any social festival that has descended this The letters LT FCweretattooed onthefingersofhis grounds that it's "a l orra laffs".
right hand and the letters E S U K the fingers of his
But V alentine's Day is not a "lorra laffs" anyway. It
low badly needs reassessing.
encourages a crude, King Lear-like estimation of
Valentines Day pretends to be about love. It pre- left. Held together, they amount ed to an immoral
suggestion.Askedwhathewouldbedoingwith"her peoples value. The " more cards you get, the more
, tends to celebrate what is, for better or for worse, an
important human emotion. It should be a time for indoors" on February 14, he replied " Just so lon g as loved you are. (Gonerill, with her "I love you more
she makes love to me, I'll be happy."
than words can wield the matter" line in insincere
people to come to terms with their most private and
Now, there's nothing wrong with sex and it would
hypocrisy, wou ld have made no mean card writer
intimate feelings, and find some way of expressing
bemucheasier,morehonestandmorefunsimplyto
herself). And for every one person who receives a
them.
· card, four do not and they feel unloved.
But what do people do? Write a sonnet? Write a letThey should not. If anyth ing, they shou ld feel
ter? Say something, even? No, instead they rush out
~'
~'
g'3tefulfo.thefactthattheyhavenot•ece;vedac8'd
and buy some trite and banal valentine card. Every
~
~
from someone comparing them to the most boring
year young lovers convey their sincerity with mes1
orifice o n the human body and proposing to stick a
sages like "My feelings towards you are pure ..
finger into t hem. and if they still feel unloved, they
lust!" Or, "All, you ever want is sex ... Great minds
should phone a friend.
think alike !" Perhaps they do, but you can tell they do declare February 14· N8tional Sex Day. We cou ld
Because friendship matters more anyway and the
not write valentine material . This seems to be done abandon all the nugde-nudge romantic hyprocrisy
worst thing about V alentines Day is that it does not
by those English graduates not talented enough to and just spend the day in bed with someone we fanr ecog nise this. Friends do not demand a lot from you,
get a job in the cracker factory. But love is a valuable cied. Steve would have agreed. He realised there was
they
are not likely to hurt you and they will probably
no
point
wasting
money
on
a
card
when
hecou
ldjust
human experience and it deserves better tha n this.
still be there long after you have forgotten whoever
Of course, everyone knows that Valentines Day is flash his fingers at someone and get on with it.
sends you a card. My friends matter to me, and if I
Faced with this sort of argument, people usually
not about love at all; it's about sex. a random; survey
don't get any valentines this Sunday, frankly, i don't
of cards in my local newsagents made this obvious; justify Valentines Day on the grounds that it's all
give a damn.
three were about love, seven were about normal sex, Mjust good fun .~ I would reply that for everything that
is ban81, trivial, pointiess arld Uttimat'elydegradi~g in
Andrew Sparrow
one was about condoms and one made insinuations

•
I ~ I [I ]
~I ] :J

~I

~l
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THEHUMAN FACTOR

ROBOCOP
Odeon

Dir: Paul Venhoeven
You've probabty seen the
poster or preview. You thought
immediately of Terminator, possibty even Rambo, and then
turned on or off according to
taste/perversion. Your refer·
ences weren't really accurate.
Sure enough, gore fans will love
Robocop, but the film operates
not only as one of the best in
this genre, but on other levels
that should appeal to a wider
audience.
The key words here are style,
wit, and Paul Verhoeven. The latter, a Dutch director form erly
known for serious " arthouse"
films like Soldier of Orange and
The 4th Man, makes h"1s Hollywood debut with Robocop.
With his t hereforei unusually
intelligent d irecting, and a clever
script, we slip quietly into 1990s
Detroit. Corporation is rife. The
police force is now owned by
Omni
Consumer
Products
(OCP), and cost-efficiency is
therefore paramount.
Enter
Officer
Murphy,
assigned to notorious " Old
Detroit", and brutally blown to
pieces on his first patrol. His officially dead and dripping corpse
is rushed to the OCP labs, and as
part of a new initiative, transformed into " Robocop" - " Half
man, Half machine, All cop".
With that troublesome humanity supposedly erased from his
brain, record and playback perceptual abilities, bullet-proof
· exterior, and computer syn-

Cameo
Dir : Merchant-Ivory
To sit and watch MerchantIvory's Maurioa is to gorge the
senses on a bouquet of mouthwatering delights. The eye
drinks In the breathtaking
photography, the ear drowns: in
waves of the most beautiful
music; you almost feel as if you
could h>se yourself in this
Edwardian world of stiff white
collars and duttered parlours, a
world where women are
women and men are most definitely men, and any deviations
are
considered
grotesque.
Nlaurblsa realtruffteofafilm.
With their latest sumptuous
offering, J ames Ivory and Ismail
Merchant again choose to concentrate on the ridiculousness
and conceit of English society at
the turn of the century. At first

~~~=· :::s r~sm~::i~%:h~L~

own . Continuing in the nobi~
tradition of films like A Room
With A View, also based on a
novel by E. M . Forster, Maurice,
by virtue of its subject matter,

' 14,_·- - - - -

chronised automatic pistol the
size of a small cannon. he is awesom e.
Relentless machoism a la
Dirty Harry? Perhaps not. His
organic components are maintained by baby food. The irony is
immense and points to a
remaining vestige of humanity.
This refuses to lie down, and
Robo suffers some serious postbody blown to pieces and
robotised
trauma,
with
memories that even OCP have
failed to kill. The consequent
search for identity strikes a poignantly elegiac note on his return

to the house where his wife and· ing look at '80s culture and it's
son used to live, and the sub- '90s consequences.
sequent realisation of irreversiTake the national newscasters
ble loss. At this point, however, who interrupt frequently with
consciousness has returned , or, Hollywood g rins: items range
to be more pretentious, a soul from the civi l war in South:Africa
resurrected.
and out of control Star Wars sysUnfortunately
Robocop tems, to the deaths o f two retired
doesn't follow these themes Presidents in a Santa Barbara
much further, and the last third earthquake.
Commercials
of the film, though a brilliant include "Nuke ' Em ", the latest
flurry of action as Robo settles family game, while "Athlete's
off old scores, doesn't pack the Heart'" is the latest transplant.
Then there are the executives
emotional ·punch one might
hope for. It compensates for this, of OCP. Some of the best scenes
however, with an all-pervasive take place in their penthouse
sardo nic humnou r and penetrat- headquarters, and ruthlessly

has a whole lot more to offer
than vistas of Tunbridge Wells
and Tuscany.
Maurice
himself
(James
Wilby) is the perfect product of
the rigid conventions, education
and snobbery of his class and
time. Our first glimpse of him is
as a 10-year-old, being given a
rushed lesson on the birds and
the bees on the beach, aided by
the use of totally mystifying
diag rams drawn in the sand by
his teacher, Mr Ducie (Simon
Callow). It's no small wonder the
boy was confused about women
if that's how the facts of life were
presented to him. At Cambridge
Maurice becomes spellbound
by the romantic attentions of
Clive Durham, a brilliant intellectual. Clive, though, is haunted by
the spectre of convention, and
dictates that his relationship
with Maurice should be purely
platonic. Even here, Clive shows
us that he is a man torn between
passion and .doing what one
ought to do. Clive chooses to
emulate the classical wortd, but
denies himself the physical pleasures of, in the language of the
society of the time, the - unspeakable vice of the Greeks ...

Clive eventually breaks with
Maurice, choosing instead to
take up his place at Pendersleigh, the family home, and
pursue a career in politics.
Maurice is devastated, but
Clive's marriage to a frightfu lly
nice young lady (Phoebe Nichol)
brings him back to Pendersleigh,
where he meets Alec Scudder
(Rupert Graves), Clive's undergamekeeper. Maurice realises
that it's a chance in a million that
he and Alec ever metand in their
relationship discovers for himself a deeper honesty. Our last
glimpse of Clive, however,
leaves us with the impression of
a sad, sad man, who denied himself his one great love for the
sake of society. Maurice shows
us a noble picture of homosexual love, telling us that the only
perversity lies in this society
which chooses to persecute
those who love in this way.
In a moment of desperation,
Maurice seeks the help of an
American hypnotist, Lasker
Jones (Ben Kingsley). The o nly
advice he can give to Maurice is
to take plenty of fresh air and
exercise, and to perhaps think of
moving to a more .. permissive"
society, adding that " England
has always been disinclined to
accept human nature". This had
to be one of the most hard-hitting comments of the film,
encapsulating Merchant-Ivory's
treatment of the subject of
homosexuality. It may all seem
very romantic and distant, set
against a backdrop of Cambridge colleges and country
estates, but the whole story
might just as easily have taken
place here today in our oh-so
progressive and permissive
modern world. How ironic that
Maurice should have opened
here in the week of Clause 28.
Margaret Ritchie

NOWAY OUT
Odeon
Dir: Roger Donaldson
No Way Out stars Gene
Hakcman and Kevin Costner (of
The Untouchab/6S fame). Kevin
Costner plays Lt-Commander
Tom Farrell, the hero of a daring
naval rescue, who now works in
the Pentagon as liaison with the
OA under Defence Secretary
David Brice (Gene Hackman).
Both men share the same
girffrtend, Susan Atwell (Sean
Young), but Brice does not
know this.

One night Farrell leaves
Susan's apartment because
Brice has come to see her. He
watches Brice going in and Brice
is aware of a " man in the
shadows" and that Susan has
spent the weekend with someone else. Later that night Susan
is murdered and Brice panics,
fearing a scandal. He turns to his
extremely loyal personal assistant Pritchard (Will Patton) for
help. Pritchard removes evidence from Susan's flat in order
that Brice is not impl1icated in
her death and devises a scheme
whereby the " man in the
shadows" is a Soviet spy. Farrell

satirise their capitalist amorality
when one of them is ·
slaughtered by a malfunctioning
robot,
ano ther
comments,
" That's life in the big city" .
Cradually we see feelingless
free enterprise controlling the
pblice, and working w ith crime
to make mootah.
Robo himself is terrific, with
stylish looks that borrow from
Metropolis, and some hilarious
deadpan lines, " Madam, you
have suffered an emotional
shock" being a personal favourite. And without his helmet t he
si mil arity to Yu l Brynner in
Westworld is a gem of crossreference, wh ile our frequent
computerised fi rst person v iew
of the world makes that of Terminator seem steam-powered.
The necessary dark, decaying,
urba n landsca pe is evocatively
created w ith ' photography that
also makes for some superb
action scenes. The gore, however, is often anything but tasteful. Arg uably so over the top that
it satirises the blood lust of the
" action " genre and its fans, I still
found my eyes closed on two
occasions. I advise you to anticipate the hand and shotgun incident. as well as the acid bath
scene.
Ultim ately,
though ,
Verhoeven's film explores a very
contemporary sense of paranoia
in the face of urban violence,

·~;ro~~~~y~~~~ 1:;~o::tii:~~~
Murphy remains more
human than -many of those
around him, yet we admire his
awesome mechanisation.
Martin Scriblerius
is given the job of tracking him
down as soon as possible. He is
the only one who knows he
spent the weekend with Susan
and that he was the one watching Brice. A s the investigation
continues the evidence begins
to point to Farrell and he
becomes more and more desperate as he tries to expose the
real murderer.
The film builds up quite slowly

~hi~~ k~~~:~~~ o~e~~= e~~~I~

your seat till the final twist. The
slow build-up is used to show
the relationship between Susan
and the two men. However, the
character played by Sean Young
seems a little lacking in depth
and m otivation to be the pivot of
the story. This is no reflection on
the acting, which was excellent
th roughout. Kevin Costner is a
great good guy and will no
doubt be seen more since his
earl y beginnings when his role
as a suicide victim was dropped
from The Big Chill. The best performance, however, was that of
Will Patton as Pritchard - you
couldn't wish for a more
ruthelss, power-mad evil little
weasel who admitted his readiness to die(!) for the Defence
Secretarv.
The film provides an excellent
picture of deceit operating at a
basic human level and also
(perhaps unsurprisingly) at the
highest levels of government
and the twists of the plot show
this off to good effect. The final
twist w as perhaps a wee bit over
the top, but perhaps it just goes
to show that anything's possible. Well worth seeing and you
won't find it hard to spot the CIA.

GitaBhutani
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SPORT

Harie Weekend
Due to the once-in-a- lifetime chance to see the
picturesque Midlands panorama, the world's most

prolific, and conceited team managed to encourage at
least 20 people to race at the British Universities in

NOttingham.
For the record, the race results
were Charlotte Boyne 29th, Liz
Guest 55th and Yvette Hague
Nlast" (but she did try!). Yvette's

~:~~;~~~:sthi~:~~kshe~~:

voted Woman Athlete of the

~~=~~~!~~le~ni,

as well as the

The men's 'A' race proved to
be the turning point of many
people's running careers. Ian
Harkness. who is at last
developing a big-race attitude
due to a well-known sports
psychologist. ran outofhisbrain
tocome35th-theperformance
wasrepeatedintheevening,but
that's a different matter.
Russell
Boyd,
desPite
cohabitant Matin's absence, yet
again ran well to finish 70th.
Colin MacCabbage, despite the
fact that recently he has been
using mutton for immoral
purposes, still came 83rd mutton makes the knees weak.
Hugh Nicholson, much to
Cambridge Uni's anger, came a
very creditable 95th. Patrick
Hyman, a greasy hippy, only
seemed to be interested in
getting to the trough first for
breakfast and only came 120th.

The team came seventh-our
best result for many a year and
againthebestoftheScots-the
result meant seventh heaven for

some

more

notorious

club
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deserve a note but for entirely
the wrong reasons. Bernie
Devoy most certainly left a mark
ontherace-thetroublewasit .
was on the course and his shorts
as well - work it out! Dave
Arnott,
an
ex-Scottish
internationalist, turned up and
ran about as welt as a
nymphomaniac in a nunnery.
. After many hours waiting, he .
finished an ecstatic 483rd out of
380.
After the race the serious side
of the trip started with the
treasurer leaving. Dave Arnott
claims he redeemed himself by
winning the fastest short mile thesewimpsthatwearclothing!
Rumour has it that he was
leggingitawayfromtheChelsea
fans at a massage parlour. On
this point the rest of us would
recommend the delights of
Market Square, Nottingham, ·t o
any potential trippies.
Many thanks to Charlotte and

·~~sv:~~~~=~~7~:~dTt~'; t~~~s~ ~~a~~r~~~c:l.I of us for their fine
by finishing 139th.

Nina Miscough

Icy Slalom Run

BUSF Men's 'A' ou ;o~ ;~1e~i~r~~~;~~~r~~~~e~!s;~~~em~~~:~~! f~!~~~~~e~~~

Ian Harkness
Russell Boyd
Colin McClean
Hugh Nicholson
PakitHyman
Neil Wallace
Bernard (Jevoy
Dave Arnott

1

35th giving competitive skiers more of a challenge than could be found
70th
83rd
95th
120th
139th
1140
1140

BU Sf Men's 'B'
William Ramsbottom
Frank Boyne
Paul Hague
Tom Anderson

~::i';~~~house

Cart Marston
Ian Gould

9

21st

on the wide open slopes of the time. However, in doing so, rules
were required, and as "slalom" became more complicated, so more
rules became necessary.
ln 1928, a member of Sir Arnold's club, the Kandahar Ski Club,
decided that poles and rules were for wimps and so began the
longest downhill race in the world. He climbed with about 20friends
up to the top of the Shilthorn (the mountain in the Bond film "On Her
Majesty's Service"), said "Go", and the first one down to the bottom
ofthe valley, 14km below, was the winner: flo rules, no regulations,

ju~~ t~~~!~std~~~~t ";'~~~ hours to complete the course. Today the

~t~ record stands at 15 minutes 26 seconds, a truly remarkable time
t

~t~

81~

considering the holder, a German 21-year-old, was only competing
in his second Inferno, and that, at several points on the course,_ it is
necessary to walk up, on skis, in order to get round the mountain.

102nd
106th

Either Martin or Graham Bell. . or David Vine captured skiing in
a Swiss, Austraian or Canadian resort Photo: Beatrice Gertsch
29th
This year, with the severe lack of snow, the course was cut by two55th thirds, and most believed it was the fastest ever. At one point the

Women's Race
Charlotte McFadden
Liz Guest
Yvette Hague

75th company insuring the race said it was too much of a risk and almost
pulled out. It consisted of a mogul-field followed by a steep fast
slope, on which speeds of about 80km/hour could be attained, two
long leg-straining paths and another steep fast slope, 5km wide,
with small off-balancing bumps and steep rock faces on each side.
You could either go straight, and risk hitting a bump and crashing
right-hand side. Mike Ball curled into the sides, which more than one person did, making business for
the ball to the near post straight the helicopters, or you could turn, slowing yourself down and losing
to the Glenpark centre-half. precious seconds.
The decision had to be taken, not on the practice runs when you
had all the time in the world to take into account every possible
headed the ball straight to the variable, but on the day of the race, as you reached the top of the
unmarked Andy McCusker who slope. It would be instinct, how you felt on the day, how confident
nodded home the .opener from you were of staying on your feet, which decided which course you
six yards.
took, not your equipment, the snow conditions, how bumpy the
slope was or any other "scientificH parameter. But that is what the
And so, the 2nd XI continue race is about - it is not a sport in the modern sense of high tech,
1heir march to the top of the video-controlled athleticism, more an art with a bit of luck thrown in.
league but I cannot leave this
This year, in an entry of 1,350 men and 100women, from all over
game without mentioning "Big Europe, the winning time was~ mins 27 secs, set by a past World
Tam" Grebe, our man of the Cup champion. The first British entry was an Edinburgh medical
match, who was magnificent. student, Bill Manson, who was placed 11th with a time of 5 mins 7
Shortly after the end, Charlie secs, and second Brit was an Edinburgh University graduate, Roddy
Carter flew off into the Peffermill Langmuir. Hopefully, more British people will be encouraged to
sunset. perhaps never to don the enter the Inferno, especially students, for whom this race is ideally
famous goalkeeper's jersey of suited.
Martin or Graham Bell
the 'Burgh ever again. But who
knows? Tune in next week.
Johnny Watters and
Charlie "The Cat"" Carter

Husky Mccusker

Saturday last at pettermill saw the resurrection
to fame of that legendary

an 1mpr€ssive burst of speed
and had the ball in the netonlyto
be ajudged offside by a very

'Surg_h "
"
goalie
Charhe The Cat Carte~ as
well as an outstanding
display by the 2nd XI in
defeating league leaders
Glenpark.

to press
the Glenpark defence and
Howard Fairhurst went close
with a pile-driver after 18
minutes. " The Cat" was called
on to pluck two corners out of
the air before bravely diving at a
Glenpark forward's feet to keep
the score scoreless {if you see
what I mean!). However, with
Doug Henderson solid as a rock
and full backs Simpson and
"Snigger" Rogerson tireless in
their work, the 'Burgh defence,
marshalled magnificently by
"First Officer" Letham held out
until half-time.
In 63 minutes, a fine solo run
by Paul Ferguson produced the
first corner of the half down the

With Andy Jones failing a late
fitness test and Melchester
Rovers' game at Danefield being
postponed, the 'Bu rgh were
1

-~~~:~t ~~o~~~e~~i~ 1Yi~~~~ec~~·~
kick-off. The going was on the
heavy side verging on yielding,
not particularly good racing
ground but this in no way
inhibited the slick University
outfit. After only fou r minutes,
Mike Van Hoy broke clear with

in~hnes~~~~~~~~;i~·ued
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ODEON CINEMA

Garnock Snowed Under •
Pulsating 7 - yes; tense? - yes; friendly? - no; warm7 - absolutely not- this is a brief
precis, not of the Ball on Thursday (sweaty and amorous!), but r~t.her c:>f Saturday's
carnage at Garnock. The firsl half was an 77777 touchy(!); the oppos1t1on kicked the ball
five times resulting each time in breathtaking goals.

Don't be misled. the Uni didn't
just stand and watch this display
of · genius but rather they
slithered. miscalculated and lay
prostrate in conditions rather
more suitable for hippopotami

provided the Uni with revived
hopes as they nabbed two
individualistic goals; one from
Kathy Dunlop (a corner, with a
brain 'cos she's a medic) and the
other, Spunki her second

EUWHC 6; Garnock 5
(seriously Susan - sorry!). Two
goals were, luckily, embezzled
by the talented sticks of
Clickmatic Leisk and Grandma
Sargent, the latter awakening
memories of Torvill minus
Deane (seriously - sorry again
Susan!).
However, after a passionate
orange break clo Hefty, it was a
recharged side that took the
ooze. The first ten minutes

bacchanalian score in two days.
This was the very thrust that
the team needed and it certainly
perturbed the young ladies frae
Garnock. Not only was their lead
ebbing but the umpires had also
deserted them and were seen to
give two decisions in a row for
the Uni. The last ten minutes of
play
were
completely
hazardous,
but
Edinburgh

managed · to keep their heads
(not quite so lucky with their
legs) and the two goals
necessary for victory were
netted by Mss Dunlop and
Edreira; never had a victory
seemed quite so luscious.
The following day the team
took to their strips again; no
longer the superturf snobs they
had once been dubbed. The
opposition was one little-known
side - Edinburgh Gymnasts rumoured
to
be
playing
somewhere in the First Division
of the National League.
The Uni went on to gain an
honourable 1-1 draw against a
Gymnast team with many internationalists.
Morag Carswell

CLERK STREET

031-667 7331/2

£2 00 (EXCEPT FRIDA Y/SAl UR DAY EVENINGS)

The Sensational, Naughty, Naughty Hypnotist Show
ROBERT HALPERN

This Saturd•y at midnight. All seats £3.05. Licensed B•r.
Walt Disney's

OOEON 1

BAMBl(U)
ComplEtte programme. et 2.15, 4.20, 6.15.
ROBOCOP (18) ei 8.30 pm.
OOEON 2

OOEON 3

The smcual e wakening of a teenage extrovel1
whose ~haviour will shock, delighl arid amuse you I
EMILY LLOYD in
WtSH YOU WERE HERE (15)
Separate programmes et 2.00. 4.10, 6.25, 8.45.
The uttimete Lew EnforoElf Part Man, Perl Mechine, All Cop.

ROBOCOP (18)
Separete progremmn at 2.30, 6.00.
Mickey Rourke, Robert De Niro in

ANGEL HEART (18)
Nei<t presenunion: Kevin

Costner, Gene Hldo:man in NO WAY OUT (151

JOINOUR VK>EO LIBRARY for only £1
W.stodtllthtltoptltln.1:1.50to~Mon-Thurs.

....... lhol best .. Comedies, Sd-A, DferNI, Honor!
Shop open 12·10.45 pm. Sunday4-10Al5 pm.
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Margaret Roberts, the once beloved schoolgirl heroine
of Enid Blighter's Margaret sories, is now considered a
subversive force and has been banned by several city
councils. including Manchester and Liverpool. This
week Back Chat reprints an extract from one of the
books in the series - Margaret to the Rescue.

The story so far - plucky
young Margaret Roberts, Grantham High's star hockey player,
has been made a monitor for
the Upper Fifth and has high
hopes of reaching the dizzy
heights of Head Girldom when
she becomes a Sixth Former. It
is therefore frightfully important that she come clean out of
any naughty scrapes, as well as
making her nasty enemies look
jolly silly.
A universal groan resounded
throughout the classroom as
nervous young Mr Baker
announced that the extra
money spent on books for the
new cultural history course
would mean no spanking new
hockey kit for the Grantham
Giants that term.
"I'm not quite sure how the
new curriculum will work out,"
stuttered young Mr Baker, " but
I'm sure I can rely on you girls
to give it a jolly good try."

Young
Margaret's
heart
sank. She knew that beating the
Wigan Wets at hockey was
much more i m portant than silly
old cultural history. Everyone
knew rear history was all about
famous American presidents
and British prime ministers.
And that awful sweet, Monica
Trotsky pipe up:
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the new hockey kit and might
All went according to plan
even make a profit.
that night. The three friends,
Once the bell rang for break niCknamed the True Blues
she called over her chums and because of their bright blue,
belted
dressing
gowns
explained the plan.
sneaked out o f the dorm and
-Matron won·t like it," said
down to the potting shed to
Norma, not the most attractive fetch a ladder and some old
of girls but worth her weight in
baskets. Soon they were hard
gold, " but I' ll stick by you."
at work in the orchard.
"Well, if Matron's against us,
"This, is toppo, Mags,"
we'll have to go it alone," said shouted Edwina, "We've nearly
Margaret. "A sort of private cleared enough to sell to fifty
enterprise."
working class families. with a
" Well, I think it's a ripping baker's dozen in each! ..
idea, " said Edwina, Margaret's
The girls climbed down and
best ch um, " but come on,
hurri ed ly hid the fruit baskets
Mags, it's chips for tea, my
.. favourite! We'll plan it after- under the bushes. But putting
the ladder back was another
wards."
matter. Dragging it down had
Margaret remained thought- been easy, but none of them
ful. The best time would• be was tall enough to put it back.
after lights out - the_or?ha rd
was well-lit with security hghts,
" Quick, think, " ordered Marbut alarms only went off if garet, "who's the tallest girl in
someone climbed over the wall the school?"
from the outside. But how
"Why, Monica, of courselH
would they deal with Matron? they chorused.
Then Margaret had her second
"Too much free milk," mutbritliant idea. She'd always tered Margaret under her
been a good chemistry student. breath.
All it would take would be a tiny
"What's that?" chorused the
shot of something in her cocoa. others.

"Well , I think it sounds jolly
interesting!"
Margaret said nothing but
secretly she thought how
frightful Monica looked, peering of her NHS glasses.

" I said, we'll have to wake
her."
A few minutes later theY
were in M onica's dorm, gently
twisting her arm behind her
back, and threatening to stamp
on her glasses.
"Come on, Monica darling, "
coaxed Margaret. " You alone
ca n save the honouc. of the
school."
At last, Monica let herself be
persuaded into putting back the
ladder on the high staff in the
dark potting shed. But at the
critici:ll moment, the sturdy
British-made torches, held by
Edwina and Norma, flickered
and went out. Sudden ly, there
Nas a tremendous crash.
Edwina rushed to Monica, now
lying on the ground under the
ladder.
" Cripis,
Mags,
Monica's
injured, " called Edwina, "Shall
we call Nurse?"
"Don't be ridiculous! " snapped Margaret. "It's on ly a frac tured sku ll. We don't need silly
nurses. We can patch her up
using
Girl
Guide
skills.
Remember the school motto,
BUPA, that's Greek for 'A paid
stitch in time saves government .
money. "
Quick as a flash, they had
Monica bandaged and popped
her back in bed.
" Remember chums, " said
Margaret,
"it's sometimes
necessary to keep big secrets.
Think of Monica as a weapon in
the hockey team's defence system
And to this day, the girls have
kept their secret. They man1

~~:~ h~ck!~ ki!~!n~~!~~·o~~~

thrash the Wigan Wets. They
never spea k about that fateful
night in the potting shed.
Indeed, poor old Monica, who
turned out to be a brick after all,
can't speak. But ever so often
she sits up in her wheelchair
and nods violently at Margaret
as a token of gratitude for her
courage.
\ (Would you feed Margaret to
your children 1)
Rosie Cowan

What could Margaret do to
raise money for the hockey kit?
She thought and thought about
it all afternoon. Finally, while
staring out of the window during prep she had an idea. The
school orchard! All those
apples growing out there just
for the girls to eat. Why couldn't
they pick the apples and sell
them to the local garden
marekt7 They could then buy
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J=reaky foursome!

Gordon Taylor nosing around.
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A new way to tango!

Paul Harper (Sports Union President) and James Dobie present Mr.
M argery Campbell (Honorary Blue) with a bouquet.

Anne Reid collecting the Captain Stan Garner Award from Mrs
Margery Campbell.

Dancing the night away.

